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EAST LAS VEGAS. NEW MEXICO, MONDAY, APRIL 17, 191 1

REBELS REPULSE DESPERATE ASSAULT
MADE BY FEDERALS ON AGUA PRIETA
. MEXICAN GOVERNMENT
1

TROOPS

: REVOLUTION

FAIL TO TAKE STRAGETIC POINT

FAST SPREADING

!
f

HELD BY THE INSURGENT ARMY

4--

IS

Chihuahua, April 17. With in- - 4
formation from reliable source, 4
stating that the railroads between 4
important points. In the states of 4
Durango, Coahuila and Zacate- - 4
cas are being disabled and thou- sands of
cut off,
and that many men are leaving 4
their families, it is believed the
Insurrection In Mexico is rapid- 4
ly spreading to the south.

TWO SECTIONS

DEMOCRATS ARE SATISFIED
Washington. April 17. So far in
the extra ordinary session of congress
it has been plain sailing for the well
organized democratic majority in the
house of representatives but in the
view of a strong minority there are
breakers ahead. Democratic leaders
refer with pride to the achievement
of passing the bill for the popular
election of United States senators and
the campaign publicity bill In two REVOLUTION SPREApS TO ENTIRE
REPUBLIC AND FORCES
legislative days and to bringing before
the house the Canadian reciprocity
HEROIC ACTION
agreement with assurances of Its rati
fie&tlon by an bverwhelmlng majority
PEACE PLANS ARE FORGOTTEN
by the middle of this week.

ANARCHY AT DELAGOA BAY
lxmaon, April 17 A Cape Town
dispatch says the British protected
cruiser Forte has been ordered
ueiagoa bay.
According to the Jo
hannesburg Express, anarchy reigns
at Delagoa bay because of the fact
that many officials and residents of
Portuguese East Africa territory re
main loyal to the deposed monarchy.
The revolutionists demand the depo
sition of the governor of Mozambiqu
MISS ROSE CRAWFORD, LOS AN
and the expulsion of these loyalists
GELES GIRL, WILL STAND
BY SWEETHEART
FATAL DISPUTE OVER DIME
Auburn, Ills., April 17. While
game of dice waa in progress in the AWAITS WORD FROM HIM
village Jail here yesterday, Lee Risen
THERE ARE THOSE shot and killed Henry Lindsey, 35 LAST
HOWEVER,
LETTER TOLD OF KIDNAP
years old, in a dispute over a
WHO BELIEVE COMPROMISE
ING AND EFFORTS TO CAPwager. Risen made his escape. The
MAY YET BE EFFECTED
TURE ABDUCTORS
portion of the Jail where the game
waa in progress is always open for
MAKE NO OFFICIAL OVERTURES destitutes. Risen, Lindsey and others
WEDDING SETFOR NEXT FALL
had gathered there only a short, time
before for a quiet little game
BUT THE FEELING IN COMMERCIAL
THE TWO MET AND FELL IN

DIAZGOVERNMENT

ROGERS' FIANCEE

ISSUES CALL FOR

BELIEVES HIM

VOLIMEERS

INNOCENT

'

BOND THIEF IS HELD
New
York, April 17. Harry H. Bai-4
rett, arrested charged with com
4
i
pliclty In the theft of securities valued
4
at
$85,000 from Aaron Bancroft, an
4
aged "broker, was held In $15,000 bail
4
for examination tomorrow. His conn
4
sel denied to the court that Barrett
had made a con Session to the police
4
CIRCLES IS GROWING STRONG
of plotting with alleged professional
LOVE WHILE
HE WAS ATBIG TARIFF REDUCTION
FOR ARMISTICE
detecA
criminals to rob Bancroft
TENDING
BUSINESS
17.
COLLEGE
From an au
Washington, April
tive reiterated In court that such ,a
thoritative source it was learned to
OR WOUNDED
MORE THAN
confession had been made. Barrett
Mexico City, Mex., April 17. A day that the democratic
Los Angeles, April 17. Miss Rose
revision of
pleaded not guilty and in default of general call for volunteer soldiers to the wool schedule contemplates a re Crawford, fiancee of Will
Rogers,
bail was committed to the Tombs.
SENATOR STONE
serve for six months was posted here duction of about fifty per cent on raw of Las Vegas, N. M-- ,
esterday. The call is made to all wool and forty per cent on manufac kidnaper of his brother's
RETIRED GENERAL DEAD
old son, lives in Los Angeles with
citizens between 18 and 45 years of tured articles.
Cambridge, Mass., April 17. Genher mother, Mrs. O. Crawford, at 1144
.
eral M. S. Muz, 68 years old, U. S
age who desire to lend their services
South Flower street. She had hoped
4 Washington, April 17. A most
(retired), died here yesterday, lie to their country. The pay is one peso AEROPLANE GLARING TARGET
to become his bride in the fall.
Washington, April 17. It la reaf thorough and searching inquiry entered the marine corps in the civil (50 cents gold) a day, besides cloth
She met Rogera a little over a
sonable to believe that an aeroplane
into the situation in Mexico is 4 war as second lieutenant. During the
year
ago while he waa attending
The
and
customary
equipment.
1,000 yards away would stand
no business
war he was station lng
demanded in a resolution offered 4 Spanish-Americacollege here. She la anxious
ran
in
of
advancement
Inducement
show even if only the service rllle
Senator
W. J. Stone of 4 ed In Norfolk, being sent later to Ai
4
by
today
a letter from him and re
was
a
ly
on
awaiting
effect
Mexico,
Douglas,
(via
Prieta,
the
having
deadly
Agua
Missouri.
The resolution calls 4 napolis to take charge of Cervera and and pay to those who prove worthy were used.
fuses to believe that he la guilty of
Ariz.,) April 17. The first attempt of federal right wing and this portion of 4
included.
the kidnaping. Rogers la being held
the federal Mexican troops to retake the advancing federals was driven 4 on the senate committee on for- 4 other Spanish officers.
In addition to the regular army, in
to
once
affairs
at
undertake
4
eign
in the penitentiary at Santa Fe, N.
Agua Prieta from the rebels resulted back.
cluding such volunteers as may be RAILROAD OFFICIAL
the
4
of
the
investigation
f
danger
M.,
battle
aiwalting trial.
The
In falling (back they swung to the
today in their repulsion.
secured, the war department has at
4 to American and foreign lives
The
6:30
papers say he confessed steal- at
four
commencing
hours,
east
and north, coming in contact
raged
its disposal numerous volunteer or
and
property.
Helen's
lng
baby, but I can't believe
this morning, the federals crossing with the, rebels lying in trenches
GOES HOME TO DIE
ganizations maintained by wealthy
said
she
the
yesterday. "He Just "'
and
attacking
the open country
which 'had been dug to prevent a left
SPECIAL
planters, mine owners and others,
SESSION
adored
his
brother's
wife, and was
rebel trenches. The losses of the reb- flank movement. As the fire belched
The government daily is offered the
about
PRIVATE
always
CAR
talking
CARRYING
her, and little
the
believed
ALEX
Is
els were slight but it
from these entrenchments the rebel
services of these men and while the
Waldo waa hla pet.
d
ANDER
COUNTY
BOARD
MEETS
TO
federals suffered upwards of five
CON
STEWART
been
across
bullets sped
PASSES
cases of their acceptance have
the line into the
"I had a letter from him last Thurs
casualties. A rain of bullets southeast section of Douglas and two
SIDER BIDS FOR THREE
THROUGH CITY
rare, the department can at any time,
DEPARTMENT
STATE
day and he told me about the kidcrossed the international line and fell school buildings on the American side
these
men,
of
themselves
by availing
NEW BRIDGES
naping of the baby. He said ho had
In a veriiable hail in Douglas, Ari- vere riddled. As the federals fell
Increase Its fighting force many thou
Hurrying to his home In Warsaw, been hunting day and night tor the
sands.
zona. At least two Americans were hit. back the rebels' commander-in-chie- f
PRODDING MEXICO
Wis., because he could find but little
For the ."tirnos of
Ho waa too tired to write
bids
This activity in the war department relief from a 'peculiar nervous ail kidnapers.
More than fifteen hundred federals pushed forward his men and with oth
much, but said he would tell me about
for the erection of three bridges, the
4
much-talke- d
of
overshadows the
were pitted agalttBt the rebel garri- ers coming to support them continued
ment in California, Alexander Stewart it later:
17.- -- In view
county commissioners met this affor peace. Both Mexicans and secretary of the McClour River rail
son of a thousand. The rebels are to engage the federal right wing. 4 of Washington, April
plans
"The next thing I heard of the cose
ternoon
In
session
their
in
the acute situation along the 4
special
4
Americans here are Inclined to be road,
hourly expecting reinforcements.
this city last was (when I read In Wednesday mornFollowing this movement the firing
through
passed
Mexican border the state depart- - 4 chambers in the court house. The time
lieve the end of the revolution 1b still
The federals began the attack by slackened to the southeast and It be- 4 ment
ing's Examiner that he bad been
today asked the Mexican 4 for the presentation of bids did not far off. Officially, Mexico is not treat night in his private car.
moved
and
town
of
southeast
of
first
came
evident
attack
the
that
massing
Mr. Stewart, was Ms arrested for stealing the baby and had
for definite assur- - 4, expire until noon at which time It was
Accompanying
government
with the rebels. Day by day the
Blowly within rifle range of the rebel the federals had been a failure.
hla wife, three confes8eu.M
ancee in advance of a formal re- - 4 expected the estimates of several con- lng
for peace grows greater and family, composed of
desire
'n
firing
insurrectos,
.The
A suggestion that Will Rogers wu
position.
and
a
federals had about
to the representations of the 4 tractors would be in the hands of
and
the
daughters,
Apparently
ply
officials and business men
three directions, lay low in their tren- sixteen hundred men engaged, includWalter Alexander, hla business asso mentally unbalanced met with instant
Lorenzo Delgado, clerk for the b,oard. government
United States that the Douglas
beunofficial
the
negotiations
rebuke from Miss Crawford.
ches or flat on the open ground. The ing two hundred' cavalry under the
Engineer George E-- Morrison met hope
Incident be not repeated. The
ciate, two doctors and two nurses.
at Washington may bear fruit.
gun
Will la a splendid, big, manly chap.
as
with
federals' fire went over tbem and into command of Colonel Barron! The
commissioners
and
the
acted
For some considerable time Mr.
infordepartment also requested
to
continues
Minister de La Barra
likes him, and when he
their adviser In regard to the bids.
Everybody
Stewart
haa
been
with
mation asto what preventative
Agua Prieta and Douglas, plowing into rebels showed remarkable organizathe
suffering
a compromise
here in Los Angeles he mado
The points at which bridges are to express the belief that
the adobe buildings facing Second and tion throughout the tattle. Every
measures had been taken.
seems
to
now
which
threaten
malady,
Go
Dr.
but
Vasquez
be erected this year by the county may be effected,
Third streets. Vicious epurts of sand point of vantage waa guarded. Moat
his life, and in the hope of recovering many friends.
4-mez, at Washington, and Francisco I.
over
and
"Of course," she continued, "many
there
are
structure
at
here
where
a
San
showed
Jose,
and dust
his
health he went to California some
of the residents of Douglas remained
are the
those who knew of our engagement
of
will be built to replace one washed Madero, in the field, probably
No
came
the whole southern end of the city within doors during the fight or
to
time
back.
relief
him,
some time ago; across the Gal- only two men who can say what the however, and he is now Journeying have been advising me to have noth
away
as the bullets fell.,
But
of
other
safety.
places
sought
linas near the Hot Springs and across outcome will be.
ing more to do with him. Isn't that
The federals in moving In had ad- a great throng gathered five hundred
home.
wicked and heartless?" she Inquired
at
the Arroyo Pecos on the Los Alamos
Sulphur
vanced from their camp
a
MADERO
ENROUTE
is
McClour
The
railroad
River
to
line
International
yarda from the
"
with
south
Juarez
near
Take
to
Las
miles
road
the
old
five
hole
spirit.
water
slaugh
Vegas
a
Ready
road that runs up and around
Springs,
witness the battle. The American
who
'Even
to
was
sub'
ter
ot
house. The bridges are
mother,
be
recently
of Agua Prieta, with the evident
WashingtonApril 17. Details
the famous Shasla mountains in north
troops forced back all persons except
TO
called East, has asked me to drop
stantlal structures and the commis an Important movement by the Mex- ern California.
of attacking the rebel posi- those
United
The
carrying passes.
him, but I won't- No girl who really
ican revolutionists, designated to draw
tion along the border. But before States cavalry dismounted and were 4
4 sioners .used extreme ?are in draw
loved
a man would, I'm certain.
wili
the
some
pocovered
a
ing
They
up
in
specifications.
"
from the Mexican government
they were able to get
El Paso, Tex., April 17 Ac- placed along the border. Many were
ARE THEY DOUBTING T. R.?
"I know all will come out right, and
bids.
care
same
in
use
the
the
rebel
to
the
the
letting
in
encountered
definite
regard
sition they
expression
cording to reports here today 4 The successful bidders
exposed to the fire and bullets passed
Berkeley, Calif., April 17. "When everything be explained. Will's famprobably will establishment of official peace negoticavalry. There was a rattle from tho through several of the troopers' hats, 4 from a source deemed reliable, 4
see tne eiepnant tninK 01 me- - ily relations were so extremely hapny.
you
be
tomorrow.
announced
camo
It
forces
known
here
as
became
today.
the
ations,
repeating rifles
but none was wounded. Troop G of 4 Francisco I. Madero, Jr., is now 4
was the way Colonel Roosevelt, Even when he first became engaged
That
waa learned that by concentrating
Into firing range. The cavalry drop- the Arizona National Guard was also 4 on his way to Agua Prieta, where 4
African
hunter, referred to his wift he was always talking about his famin
next
army
federals
entire
the
almost
insurgent
ped back slowly and the
a position nt 4 it is believed he will establish 4
took
out
and
ordered
up
a
African
bull elephant to Presi ily, his sister up in Seattle, and the
of
big
the state of' Chihuahua, under Francame within range of the deep en- the
Red Cross Volunteers f his headquarters. Madero, It is 4 CAPTAIN EORAKER
Ide Wheeler of the little baby nephew.
dent
armory.
Benjamin
of
In
the
rebels
vicinity
cisco I. Madero, Jr.,
trenchments thrown up by the
said, was at the head of the In- - 4
when he reCalifornia
of
crossed the border and went upon the
"It certainly wasn't for love of me
University
Juarez, operations similar fb those
surrecto force advancing upon 4
yesterday and last night.
here.
to
field. Every surgeon in Douelas and
students
HILLED
the
RATTLE
IN
he stole the baby. He didn't ned
that
spoke
cently
Prieta
witnessed at Agua
today
With the first galling fire from the
The elephant has arrived and the
from Bisbee were broueht 10 4 Juarez which engaged the feder- 4
to marry me; he knows I .
many
money
further
will
believed
Is
It
seen
which
and
were
entrenchments, the federals
als at Bauche last Saturday and 4
Colonel cared too much, and he always, had
wounded.
of
the
are
attend
students
to
line
the
thinking
an
In
Involve the federal government
to waver, but the movement was
which has since mysteriously 4 AMERICAN "DYNAMITE
FIEND,"
Oscar K. Goll, who accompanied an 4
situation concerning the Theodore Roosevelt hard, all because plenty," she half sobbed.
embarrassing
4
quickly checked For fifteen minutes Associated Press correspondent, was 4 disappeared.
universiFELL IN SKIRMISH NEAR
Miss Crawford has received a tele- American border, are In contempla Curator Barry Swarth of the
the two armies held tbelr positions, struck in the head by a bullet while
museum has so far been unable to gram from a.brother of the 'prisoiier,
JUAREZ
ty
been
In
has
move
the
A
tion.
pause
while' the deadly fire continued. Thirfind any bullet hole In the hide of the saying he had written her a long let
battle from Fourth
watching the
brought about by Dr. Vasquez Gomez,
ty minutes after the battle opened street, Douglas. A long gash was cut have repulsed the right wing of the El
and the students are wondering ter of explanations, which she is eug- - '
beast,
17.
Tex.,
of
revolutionist
Paso,
the
agency here,
Apparent- head
April
the rebels abandoned the outlying po- in his scalp, but he was not seriously federal
a
If
bullet
from the colonel's rifle erly awaiting.
army. We expect Juan Cabral ly authentic
reports have reached but the Insurgents in the field have
sitions and fell back to the breast- wounded. Goll was the first Ameri- to
to
the
big
brought
pachyderm
really
moment
reinforce
to
at
arrive
and
G.
Juarez
any
Oscar
that Captain
Creigh- declared the delay may be fatal
The
works towards Agua Prieta.
can struck on this side of the line. He us, but we will hold Agua Prlta any ton, the "dynamite fiend" as the Mex are urging immediate action. The in- earth.
NO TRUST CASE OPINIONS
federal advance was slow and in open is a newspaper man employed at
"He got the elephant anyway," was
way.
icans called him, was killed whll.3 surgents have informed the federal
,
Washington,
April 17. The Su
exorder, with an almost continuous fir- Tombstone and formerly was immistudent
one
the:
way
Ingenious
At 11:30 heavy firing was renewed, fighting with the insurrectos near government that they have nearly
inch
of
United States fid
the
Court
every
preme
rebels
contending
the
ing,
gration commissioner of' Cochise although the federal machine guns Juarez last Saturday. Creighton claim three thousand men, far outnumbering plained the strange absence of the
not hand down opinions in the Ion? c x- of their way. While the rebel rifle- county, Ariz.
It
matter
bullet
hole.
"What
does
were heard no more and apparently ed to be a New York broker. He was the garrison of Juarez and the only
Standard Oil and Tobacco Trust
men were falling back to the second
At 10:30 the firing had ceased, with were out of commission. The rebels In charge of the insurrecto force that alternative is that General Navarro If he shot It? Maybe he put salt on pected
cases today, or in the Gompera conrow of entrenchments, they fougiit the federals
Its
tall."
holding every position in the trenches along the international was wrecking railroad
bridges in evacuate the city. It la not believed
tempt case. This means finother we k
boldly In the open. They stopped and occupied at the beginning of the bat line were
The federal troops northern Mexico.
here that the Mexican government
engaged.
at
at
the
least must elapse ibefore - the e
aim
advancing
deliberate
took
tleThe rebels at this hour began paid no attention to the warnings not
will give Navarro any instructions to
looked for decisions are aneagerly
federal line, firing round after round. digging new trenches. General "Red" to fire into the United States, but
'
abandon hla well fortified position in ARMY LIEUTENANT
kept
4 4 - 4 4
4
nounced.
The backward movement of the reb- Lopez reported the rebel losses in
low
their
and
his
Gomez
Juarez. Dr.
haa warned
ground
fighting from
Many had the trenches light. He said the feder-'al- s elevated aim carried their bullets far
els, however, was steady.
'. however,
to proceed
colleagues,
the
fallen on both, sides. Suddenly
in advancing across the open Into Douglas- - The whole section of
SIIOTJY FANATIC
and likewise has advised
SHAFROTH VETOES BILL
cautiously
federal machine guns were silenced, ground had lost heavily.- An Associat- Douglas between Fifth street and the
Mexico City to authorize timely action
Denver,
April 17. Governor John
withbut the rifle fire was kept up
ed Press correspondent crossed the international line was deserted. The
on the peace propositions to prevent a CRAZED WITH RELIGIOUS
PAS- F. Shafrotb, today vetoed tie
racing
waa
apparent
out Intermission.
Jt
line and found Lopez, who Is In com- American, custom house was under a
.
heavy loss of life,
SION MORO NATIVE KILLED
and boxing bill passed by tha etnte
that the rebel sharpshooters were mand of the rebel garrison. General heavy fire' and the' citizens sheltered
It was said here today that similar
Eagle Pass, Tex., April 17. 4
'
CAVALRY OFFICER
legislature last week; The bill would
concentrating tbeir fire on the federal Lopez said the rebels had concentrat- there took refuge In deep ditches.
4 Francisco I. Madero, Sr., today 4 plana are In view in regard to Agua
have permitted bookmaking under tbe
machine gun operators and time and ed their fire on the two machine guns
Another American, John Hamilton, 4 should be well advanced on his 4 Prieta tin the event the Insurgents
and ten round no
time again these guns were 'unman- that the federals had brought into waa shot In the breast, about noon. 4 way Into Mexico on a peace mis- - 4 are able to. retain the occupancy
Manila, April 17. Lieutenant Wal- partimutuel system
decision
bouts.
boxing
j
out
and
them
of
In
ter
action
H. Rodney, of the Second United
business. He was in Douglas and nearly
ned.
put
f alon to hla son, the InBurrecto 4 of that place. The Idea in assembl
"The loss of life undobtedly was the center of the city. Twenty Insur- 4 leader. Madero left here about 4 ing the main body of Insurgents In States cavalry, stationed at Augur
'At 7:'45,h hourand a quarter after tjie' brittle opened, the machine heavy," said Lopez. "At this hour I gent dead had been brought Into Agua 4 midnight Saturday on a special 4 Chihuahua la to be able to throw baracks, Mindanao, was murdered toNEW POSTMASTER NAMED
guns'" were again j placed in action, believe we have the federals badly Prieta at 12:30, while scores of wound 4 "train furnished by the Mexican 4 their force either on Juarez or Agua day by a MorO of the Mohammedan ' Washington, April 17,. George T.
!
,
v...-- waa crazed Taylor !haa been appointed postmaster
4
government.
raking the rebel position on two sides, beaten. Our men are holding every ed were being treated in the trenches
Prieta, as the fortunes of war may sect of Juramentado, who
trenches
taken
so
and
them
rebel
4''"
far
field.
4
4on
the
from
4"
4 4 4
and
the
position
with religious 'passion. ' ;
by
but the fire
4
4 require.
at Iola, Union county, New Mexico.
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Battle of the Revolution
Fought in the State of Sonora
Today With Great Loss
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JUDGE ROBERTS IMPOSES
TENCE8 ON CONVICTED
80NERS AT RATON

.

SEN- -'
PRI--

,

Raton. N. M., Tpril 17. The district for Colfax county adojurned Bine
die late Saturday afternoon.
Judge
Clarence J. Roberts announced that
he would at a later date, sometime during the month of May call a
term of court to hear civil cases,
without a Jury, a large number of civil
oases being continued on account of
the excess of criminal busineBs.
The jury returned a verdict of guilty in the case of the Territory vs.
Henry Garzina, charged with violation
ct the Sunday law, by keeping his
saloon open on the Sabath day. Judge
Roberts sentenced Garzina to 15 days
In the county jail and to pay a fine

of

$16.

In the case of the Territory V3.
Leason, charged with keeping open a
polo hall in violation of the Sunday
law. the 1urv returned a VArdlot nf
not guilty.
The time of the court was occupied
Saturday in imposing sentences 03
the prisoners who were found guljty
by a jury, or who pleaded guilty to
the charges against them. Sentences
to the territorial penitentiary were
Imposed upon fifteen prisoners. Twenty-one
in all were sentenced, but the
other six received jail sentences or
fines. The following persons were
sentenced:
Conrado Montoya, found guilty by
a jury of larceny of one head of neat
cattle from the Roth estate, not less
than three years nor more than five
years in the territorial penitentiary.
His sentence was suspended by the
court during good behavior.
Gavino Pacheco, larceny of eight
horses from Captain W. S. French,
and who pleaded guilty, sentenced to
not less than two nor more than three
years in the penitentiary.
Abran Montoya, found guilty by a
; Jury of murder In the second degree
In the Wiling bt his sweetheart Elena
Galvan, was sentenced to not les3
than twenty nor more than forty-fiv- e
.years in the penitentiary,
Julius Martine, who pleaded guilty
j
to burglary from a box car, was sentenced to not less than three years
nor more than three years six months
..
.)..the penitentiary.
The defendant is
la
VrtiiTii
man flihmit twoTifv Taara if
age, and stated that his home was in
Philadelphia.
Valentine Mesich, the Austrian coal
miner from the van Houten coal
camp, who was tried and found guilty of an assault with a knife upon
liUls Chippiannl, a fellow
countryman, was sentenced to 100 days in
jail and fined $5 and costs. The defendant had been confined in the
county jail two months and eleven
court in imposing sen- days, and-thtence took that into consideration, as
well as the fact that Chippianl did
rot appear and testified against the
accused.
Santiago Garcia, a young mnn about
tenty-tw- o
years of age, and who
p'ended guilty to forging a check, was
given not less than two nor more
than three years in the penitentiary.
Antonio Quijos, who pleaded guilty
settleto dlschargnlg a pistol in
ment, was sentenced to not 'ess than
cne nor more than two years in the
penitentiary. The defendant is not
more than twenty years of age, and
told the court that he was drunk at
"

e

Thousands
of Genuine

Testimonials
the voluntary

tribute of

those who know from experience, proclaim that a change
"
to "
'

POSTUM
does correct ills caused by
coffee.
"

'There's a Reason"
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd.,
Battle Creek, Mich.

1

MONDAY, APRIL 17, 191 1

(ue ume ne commuted the offense
and 414 pot know what he was do ROGERS-NEEDEing.

?6y Knight pleaded guilty to for
pery. He attributed his downfall 10
tbe use of Intoxicating liquors. He
told the court that he had never been
in any trouble before; that he had
been a soldier In the XL S. army for
six years, and was honorably discharged In the Yellowstone Park
some six years ago. He produced his
honorable discharged from the army.
The money he saved he soon spent,
and then forged a check for $75.
Judge Roberts sentenced Knight to
not less than one nor more than two
years In the penitentiary.
Jose Flores, pleaded guilty to larceny of seven horses from Captain
W .S. French. He was given not less
than one nor more than two years iu
the penitentiary.
Gustave Holmar Wllhelm Wimar
Rosen, alias "Tow Head," a youth
nineteen years of age, with very light
hair and a boyish look, pleaded guilty to burglary from a box car. He
stated that he left his home In Minneapolis, to see the world, and he asked for the clemency of the court.
Judge Roberts stated that he had received a letter from the mother of the
ycung man, and he regretted that the
minimum sentence in his case was
three years in the penitentiary. He
was given a suspended sentence.
.Charles Mauth, charged with burglary from freight cars pleaded guilty, and was given three years In the
territorial penitentiary.
Martin Bundage, aged 19 years, told
the court that the stolen property he
had in his possession, he was mero-1- 7
keeping for another fellow, and
did not know it was stolen; that he
was intoxicated at the time the property was left with him, otherwise he
would not have been in such a predicaments The court imposed a sentence
of one year in the penitentiary.
Prank West, a miner, from the van
Houten camp, found guilty by a jury
of assault with a pistol, was given one
year in the penitentiary. West told
the court that he was intoxicated at
the time he committed the offense
and imagined that the parties he was
with were trying to assault him. West
said that his home was in Virginia,
but he had been in Colorado and New
Mexico, working in the coal mines for
the past twenty years.
Horace Picrad, a young man, plead
ed guilty to burglary fro mthe Men-delson. .store. Upon recommendation
of the district attorney the court fixed the sentence at not less than 12
nor more than 14 years in the terri
torial penitentiary, and suspended
sentence during good behavior, requir
injr the young man to report every
three months to the district attorney
Jose Caslmlro Montoya, the constable who shot and killed Jaccbo
Casados, in East Raton on the night
of March 18th last and who the jury
found guilty of voluntary manslaugh
ter, the penalty for which offense ia
not less than one or more than ten
years, was sentenced by the court to
r.ot less than one nor more than five
years In the penitentiary. J. Leahy
counsel for Montoya, gave notice of
an appeal to the supreme court, and
toe court fixed the appeal bond at
.

$4,000.

J. E. Eppler, a check artist, who
forged a check for $5S.00, was given
not less than two nor more than three
years in the penitentiary.
Frank Nichols, (colored) found guil
ty of assault with a rifle, received not
ltss than two nor more than three
year3 In the penitentiary.
Florencio Martinez, alias Hilario
Sanchez, a man about 25 years old,
fcund guilty of aiding a prisoner in
escaping rro mthe Cimarron Jail, received not less than one nor more
than two years In the penitentiary.
O. C. Watson, a man about 55 years
of age, and who resided in Raton for
the past six months, engaged in the
occupation of painter, and who plead
ed guilty to uttering a cneck on a
bank In which he had no funds, upon
recommendation of the district attor
ney, was sentenced to the county
jail for three months and fined $100
and costs
Just rior to the adjournment of the
court, Fritz Espig, charged with lar
ceny of cattle, was brought into court
by Sheriff Abe
Hixenbaugh, and
pleaded not guilty to the charge. Ho
was remanded to the county
jail
without bail, the court stating that
Espig had forfeited one bail bond,
and that he would not grant him hall
on the present charge.
DILWORTH-M'NEA-

L

WEDDING

New York, April 17. St. Bartholomew's church today was the scene of
brilliant gathering of society on
the occasion, of the wedding of Miss
Mary McNeal, daughter of Captain
Albert P. McNeal, of New York, formerly of Bolivar and Sewanee, Tenn.,
to Mr. Lawrence Dilworth, of Pittsburg, Pa. The bride made her home
in Pittsburg for several years and
during the past two years has been
living with the family of Mr. Henry
C Frick.

MONEY TO GET

Our Superb Display of New
Merchandise is Attracting
Widespread Attention

MARRIED ON
THE

D

GRIEVES

KIDNAPER
OVER DISCLOSURE

OF LOVE AFFAIR

Will
Santa
Rogers does not deny that the motive which drove him to seek out au
to kidnap hfa own baby
nephew and thereby get hold of
LOVE,
$12,000 in greenbacks was
written In full caps.
And Joe Wiggins, the man who did
the work well, he points an accusing finger towards Rogers' cell,
when asked why he is again In the
penitentiary.
A newspaper representative through
the courtesy of Warden Cleofes Romero, "the landlord" at the territorial
called on these two
penitentiary,
"guests"- the other afternoon and had
a little talk with each.
It was a glorious day to be out cf
the penitentiary or of any cooped-uOne rides in a few minutes
place.
past the capitol and the big lawn adjoining the executive mansion; out
Cerrlllos Road, across the railroad
track. There one enjoys the panorama, the fresh air, the sight of budding trees and then, suddenly, the
massive stone building which holt's
the freedom of man ,ln Its grasp,
I
looms up.
It requires a wild stretch of the
imagination to grasp how two men,
one in blushing youth, with everything to live for and the other an
able to appreciate the Joys
of freedom under a free sky, could
risk going to this place for $12,000
or ten times that sum.
Soon you are on the Inside of
the building and you see a large yard
which does not destroy the "bird in
the cage" effect, however.
Then, following the athletic figure
of the man who has been thrice sher
iff of San Miguel scounty, and en
couraged by his smile, which even
the convicts seem to find as a ray of
sunshine in their dungeons, you climb
Fe, N. M., April

From far and near people come to view our splendid
stocks of new goods. And the many enthusiastic comments
by visitors have amply repaid us for all our trouble and expense.- It is indeed worth coming' miles to behold such a
magnificent display for it is without a precedent in Las Vegas.

17

All the world sent the newest and best of its merchandise
'
to this store.

Every counter. every table and every rack is simply
groaning under the weight of desirable goods fresh from
mills and factories and with all the charm and bloom of their
'
NEWNESS.
If you have not visited this store this week you don't
know what you are missing.
Make up your mind to come NOW. See the splendid
stocks and see the big values we are offering

-

These few items will give you a hint of the many good
things in store for you here

p

i

WOMEN'S SUITS
$20.00 Suits for
25.00 Suits for
27.50 Suits for
Suits for
32-5-

$17.50
21.00
23.00
26.00

0

DRESSES

ONE-PIEC- E

$19.00
25.00
30.00
35.00

Dresses for . . $15.00
Dresses for ... 19.00
Dresses for . . 23.50
Dresses for 28.00

including a var-- .
iety of styles and colors, all this season's goods,

dark effects, for this sale, 10 yards for 69c.
10 YARD LIMIT

worth $2.50 to $3.00, each special $1.98.
"

-

-

r

...

..

"...

One lot of new waists,
worth $1.25 to $2.00, $1.25
$2.50 Lingerie Waists, 1.95
3.00 Lingerie Waists,
2.25
3.50 Tailored Waists,
3.00

Gnnrl PplTJllp.Infast newest patterns
colors, light

LiXird ijpeUdl""dresses
l

WOMEN'S WAISTS

'

and
and
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ESTABLISHED

the interviewer asked
ro' you eet and many more for himself; you do
The floors are worn by the imr the
M
papers 'here"?"""
not look fet him long before you ar
patient tread of many feet that have
said
that he can play the
convinced
"No,"
a
the
in
man,
young
of
You
think
the
paced those steps.
'
if
low voice.
in tragedy all right, and be
"heavy"
vou
and
Venice
in
of
sighs"
"bridge
"Then you have not read the re there with plenty of voice, too.
wonder how all these people came
to say." That's
"Nothing much
port about your alleged motive for
Into this place.
what
tells
the
laterv'.ewer
Wiggins
this
kidnaping affair?" was asked.
For, indeed, you see cells and cells,
and he means it. But as you cajole
we
as
know
commodious
not
"What report
What motive?" he him to be more
They are
voluble his face
the term. A man who has complain asked eagerly. '
his
brown eyes bechanges,
melting
o
steamer
ed of his stateroom on a
"Why, that you were overcome with come glassy, his fists clench; his
his berth on a Pullman, finds that the ambition to get hold of $10,000 to chin shows
the bulldog strength. V:nx
there are narrower inhabitable rooms go to California and marry the girl are
awed at the transformasuddenly
of
these
each
in
in this world. And
.
of you choice."
tion. You see a man who could level
tiny cells is a Pullman berth like ar
Here Rogers showed great emotion, a pistol at "your head in the deal of
(without the mahogany) and
rangement
clutching at the bars and then night; who would go miles alone on
and you grasp at once that the cell
looking Imploringly at the Interview a lone road and be met by a man
is inhabited by two prisoners.
er, he said, "My God! how did they taking a sack full of money for a
Once in the cell you look out 'nto
get hold of this story? Have they to baby's ransom; you see a man who
a laree room nut you ao dot.
a girl into this affair?
Oh, could give up seven years of freedom.
anv other prisoners. You look but bring
regain it by extraordinary luck and
how did they get this into the
you feel that you look alone.
then plunge right back into the
Rogers cell is not very far from
But he did not deny it.
He was abyss- Why not ask him how he
the east end, and, seeing him stand
could trifle with the penitentiary
bury-in- g
overcome
and
then
for
a
second,
bars?
ing behind the bars one beholds s
his face In his hands, he was mute
picture that Is not easily forgotten
Wiggins lowers nis eyes as jou
with
apparent grief.
He Is of a fairly well developed frame
say Didn't you rejoice again at see
It was not, therefore, to pay long ing a free, blue sky and being-youand he wears a blue serge suit, gray
debts, or give wine suppers, own boss? Why are you back in here,
a
fountain
standing
is
woolen jacket, and there
or
automobiles
' a hU,n Wiggins?"-- ;'
or
has
buy
He
In
his
tucked
pocket.
pen
a boyish one that fling on that broad avenue named
a strong face--y-et
And then he looks at you, perhaps
makes you dread to look at it between SPLURGE" that Rogers got mixed a utue saaiy ana he says with a
up in this unfortunate affair. Crazed shrug of his shoulders: "I was n
bars.
with - love for a California maide.i, free and a hard working man for ms
around
the
to
relief
It is a
glance
cell and you are amazed to find, as rich perhaps, intellectual it is assured living. But the temptation came my
your eyes grow accustomed to the by those who know the story, and way." Then he points with his finger
dimly lit cage, that there are faces feeling that he had to get hold of at another cage and says no more.
Wiggins denied vigorously that he
on those walte that you have seen on money somehow to take that aisie
the stage and they are faces that stroll and provide . a home there's had "peached" on Rogers because
the dramatic critics declare "good to the motive. Is it not another illustra Rogers had not given him as much
of
the
French
look at." A former prisoner, how tion
proverb, money as was promised or that he
feared Rogers would not "come across
Ro"Cherches
at
femme?"
Warden
there.
them
ever, put
It is not pleasant, even for the hard' with the dough."
mero's policy is to let the prisoners
But he does not hesitate to let you
decoration ened interviewer, to gaze at a love
carry out this student-lik-e
nad education idea, believing that it sick swain behind the bars. All the know that he does not feel he was
does no harm and may give the pris- world loves a lover; so we pass on. the playwright of that Las Vejaa
Only a few cells away and there drama or tragedy of which two acts
oners a lot of consolation.
"bold, bad man" have been played, very thrilling ones,
The warden believes "to err Is hu you see the
who
In the now and the curtain is now run iiwn,
the
played
"heavy"
fmv
man" and he thinks he has a
famous
tragedy staged at Las Vegas. for a change of scenery
who have made their first mistake
Joe
guest of the territorial
Wiggins,
Rogers may be one of these; and
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAY8
1902 to 1909; senfrom
penitentiary
he
to
realize
it.
grows
hourly
PAZO OINTMENT la guaranteed to
20
tenced
to
life
for
commuted
but
He was a trifle pale after all the
cure any case of Itching, Blind, BleedK's years and then pardoned; a xman,
anxiety he has been through.
ing or Protruding Piles In 6 to 14
about
whose
innocence
or
there
guilt
eyes, however, are bright and gleamed
or money refunded.
0c.
was
days
the
much
but
years
ago,
dispute
with piercing inquiry 88 he was told
hard
him
worked
found
He
guilty.
a newspaper man wished to talk to jury
Shake Into Your Shoes
on the Scenic highway; he was a
him.
Foot-EasAllen's
the antiseptic pow
he
foreman
clever
and
of
the
gang
His voice showed his strain, his em
der. It relieves painful, Smarting,
to
read
or
made
Unable
friends.
write,
otion. "There is not much for me
they say; a man not of the preposses tender, nervous feet, and Instantly
to say," he began.
of young Rogers, .but takes the sting out of corns and bunBut as he looked, at you, you felt sing appearance
of a pair of those liquid, ions. ' It's the greatest comfort dispossessed
that there was a great deal an am- brown
eyes that make, him what the covery of the age. .Mien's Foot-Eas- e
bition crushed, perhaps; or the degirls call "attractive." He can laugh makes tight or new shoes feel easy. It
termination to regain his freedom and with those
eyee and he can look dag is a certain relief for sweating, calhis place in society. , ,
gers, too. He has a winning smile. lous, swoden, tired, aching feet Alsuppose this story has gone all His has the full face of a man just ways use it to break In new shoes.
over the country all over the world"
passing his prime; a shock of black Try it today. Sold
25
he continued. Then he stopped sud hair drops over his forehead. You otnts.' Don't accept everywhere,
substitute.
any
denly as though wrung with remorse see the powerful shoulders, from For FREE trial
package, address Al
There was a long pause. Finally seven years of toll for the terrltorj len S. Olmsted, Le
Roy, N. Y.
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era' association, and others. That it
their completion within given periods
is looked npon favorably by the carof time.
riers is shown by the comments of
"I think the country is to be conJohn G. Drennan, the district attorgratulated on the personnel of the
ney for the Illinois Central railroad,
committee on rivers and harbors,
who called It "a good bill."
nearly all of the older members, men
"I think It Is conceded that regulathoroughly versed in river and hartion of carriers is here to stay," combor work, being retained while the
mented H. C. Barlow, traffic director
new members are equally able an efof the Association of Commerce, "and
ficient and greatly Interested in that
it Js best handled by a commission.
kind
of work. lBILL FOR CONTROL
OF STATE This bill follows the interstate, com- REPRESENTATIVE SPARKMAN
OF
"Another gratifying feature is, that
RAILROAD COMMISSION EXmerce law and is in the Interest of
FLORIDA" SEES NO REASON
the membership is so well distributed
PECTED TO PASS
uniformity and harmony between all
throughout the country, each great
FOR ANY CHANGE
parties concerned."
section being represented on the comSpringfield, Ills., April 17 Missouri
which to me Is an earnest of
TRAIN TO SPREAD DRY FARMING
Washington, April 17. "I see no mittee,
has joined and Illinois Is on the verge
national
idea which should prevail
the
A special agricultural train will be reason why the policy of the last two
of joining Wisconsin, New York, run over
in a committee dealing with all parts
the Chicago, Rock Island and years, in the preparation of the river
of our common country looking to
Massachusetts,
Oregon and other Paclflo railway from Tucumcari, N.
and harbor appropriation bill, should the comprehensive improvement of
states in the nation-wid- e
to
M.,
progressive
Kanorado, Kan., April
by be changed,"-saimovement to place public service the International (Dry
the new chairman our great natural highways of trade
Farming concorporations under the control and gress. Lectures and demonstrations of the rivers and harbors committee, and commerce.
"There will be no river and harbor
regulation of permanent commissions. Uwill be given to the farmers along Representative
Stephen M. Sparkinm
at this session of conThe Illinois legislature is almost the route to spread
legislation
dry farming in of Florida, who for sixteen years bus
The
certain to pass the pending bill en- formation.
committee, however, or
gress.
Special demonstrations been a member of
congress, and for some part of it will likely pay visits
larging the powers of the state rail- will be given in more than thirty-si- x
road and warehouse commission, giv- towns along the route. The Dry Farm- fourteen years a member of the com- to various sections of the country for
mittee of which he now is the ruling the
ing the commission the authority to ing Congress is an international orpurpose of Inspecting work under
the mutations of polihead,
through
fix and enforce rates of common car- ganization to
and proposed projects, but just
way
promote practical meth- tics.
riers and including express compan- ods of farming in semi-ari- d
what sections will be thus visited, has
countries
"We have embarked upon the policy not
ies in that classification.
yet been determined, and will not
throughout the world. The next con- of
annual river and harbor 'bills, to be for some little time to come.
Even should the other bills placing gress is to be 'held in Colorado
all public utilities under the super Springs, October 17. More than two which I am committed and which I
"There will very likely be hearings
vision of the commission fail to pass, thousand delegates are expected to think is of so much Importance in during the present session, certainly
river and harbor work that I would there will be if anyone wishes to be
principally because of opposition by attend from all parts of the world.
not like to see it changed.
the Chicago
council,
mayor and
heard, as the. committee will seek to
"I think the various projects here
friends of the movement insist this ITS SALOONS FRONT 130 MILES
get all information available for use
will be the entering wedge that will
London, April 17. "London has a tofore adopted and to be adopted n in the preparation of bills.
shortly place Illinois alongside her saloon frontage of 130 miles, every the future, can be better taken care
"In this connection I desire to say
more progressive sister states.
inch of which is a temptation." The of under the policy of annual appro- a word In behalf of the National RivRecent public utterances of corpora- annual meeting of the London Con priations than any other. I think it ers and Harbors congress, whose cam-aition officials show the movement is gregational Union heard this state would not be wise to return to the old
of education in favor of a na
plan of biennial or triennial bills, out tional policy of river and harbor Im
rapidly gaining headway, not only in ment from Chairman R. Murray
Illinois,' but In other state. Unexspeaking on the religious prob of which grew the 'piecemeal' proce provement, and in favor of liberal an
pectedly Influence has appeared in lem of the metropolis. He declared dure of the past.
nual bills, has been of great benent
favor of commission control but by there were 100,000 paupers in the
"We have already entered
upon in creating a public sentiment looking
federal and not state commissions greater city and 400
drama- plans for river and harbor Improve- to the needs of the whole country
from Georgle M. Reynolds, president1 tic clubs where performances may be ments upon the idea that we are to along the lines of making our rivers
of the Continental and Commercial witnessed on Sundays and in most of have annual bills for the improve work and thereby assisting in a soluNational Bank of Chicago, Henry U. which liquor is served. Hyslop denies, ment of qlute a number of large pro- tion of the question of transortation."
Mudge, president of the Rock Uland however, that the influence of the jects and many smaller ones. Among
lines, and Theodore N. Vail, president church is waning.
"Our baby cries for Chamberlain's
the larger are the Mississippi, the
Mrs. T. B.
of the American Telephone and Tele
Ohio and the Missouri rivers, end If Cough Remedy," writes
Ga. "It Is the best
Kendrick.
Rasaca,
who
has
unequivocalwe
continue
graph company,
FRANCE'S "RED LEGS" TO GO
no change is made and
for
nn the market
.
WU&u rmaAv
ly approved commission control, a
Paris, April 17. The red trousers to have annual bills, as we should and coughs, colds and croup." For sale
'view endorsed by Francis J. Heney, of the French army, probably the "most will, these will all be completed with'
by all druggists.
the San Francisco prosecutor, Stuyve-san- t distinctive bit of military dress in the in varying lengths of time from
Fish of New York, George Kin-de- world, are soon to yield to the in twelve to eighteen years. Along with
Lame shoulder Is nearly always due
the freight rate reformer of Den- evitable khaki. Two battalions are these projects are quite a number of to rheumatism of the muscles, and
ver President Benjamin Ide Wheeler now being fitted with the new trou harbor projects, which are dependent quickly yields to the free application
of Cnamberlaln's Liniment Sold bv
of the University of California, and sers, greenish-gray- ,
and somewhat upon this feature of annual bills for all druggists.
others.
than the English khaki, on an
Miaannrl fell into line when Gov lighter
the war office. If the ex- from
order
J.
ernor Hadley signed several bills giv eriment roves satisfactory the new
fuller
lng- the railroad commission
cloth will be used throughout the ennowers and authority to enforce its
French army.
,
tire
nvar common carriers, includ
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LOGICAL PLAN

National Avenue,
Near the Bridge
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Optical Goods
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Goggles, Compasses
Mineral Glasses
Newest Eye Glasses
flo u n t i n g s

Prompt Repairing and Manufacturing
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ing express companies.
The Illinois bill, which has no ap
narent opposition, elevates the rail
road commission In state matters
the In- to the same position held-bin in
Commission
tpmtate Commerce
terstate matters. An appeal from Its
.decisions' will Ho to the circuit court
y

vf Saneamon county of wnicn

spring-

-

the county seat and from there
to the state supreme court.
bill
Commenting editorially on the
intimates
the Chicago
the
that a new era In the relations of
field is

jwt

Record-Heral-

-

d

service corporations
people and public
' It says:
arrived.
has
know
"It is highly gratifying to
th nending bill enlarging the
cf The railjurisdiction and authority
the law
and
making
commission
road
..-- a,
whloh it works compreneui.,
and adequate, has been
resu
amended and perfected as the
which
represent
of a conference
OTt Interests concerned com
etc,
rrira.. shippers, retailers,
. ..At
oPTwment. without
Xtegisiauou uj. selfish interest,
fierce conflicts of
wherever It
eminently desirable

Nasal Catarrh quickly yields to treat.
ment by the agreeable, aromatic Ely's
Cream Bitlin. It is received through the
nostrils and cleanses aud heals the whole
surface over which it diffuses itself. Druggists sell the 50c. size. Test it and you
are sura to continue ma treatment till
Announcement.

To accommodate those who are partial
to the use of atomizers in applying liquids
into the nasal passages for .catarrhal trou- blet, the proprietors prepare Cream balm in

liquid form which will be known as Ely's
Liiquiu uream cairn, race including tne
spraying tube is v cents, urnggists or by
mail, ltie liquid form embodies the medicinal properties of the solid preparation.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE
Notice is hereby give to all tax
payers in Precinct Number 29 of the
County of San Miguel, that I will be
'n my office, 605 Lincoln avenue, between the hours of 8 a. m. and S p. m.
until the 30th day of April, 1911, to
eceive returns of all taxable proper-y- .
Those falling to do so within the
ipecified t'me will be assessed by me
iccording to Section 4035 of the com-tilelaws of 1897, and a penalty of
5 per cent will be Imposed on those
rho fail to make returns,
JOHN H. YORK, Assessor
"Legislation by agreement views pr 3t)
spirit, enlightened
fc
recognition, of the inevitable. A sound
,.re for the proper
,mmon carriers will in
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has a climate of unsurpassed healthf ulness with- out extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 300 days of
sunshine in the year.
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished by mountain
streams or from wells of not great depth.,
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly 19 inches, average, occur
ring principally in July and August.
The soil is highly fertile anl easy of working, being generally
sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower In price than we know of anywhere else
where conditions are equally good.
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and for- '
age. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, 1b proving to be successful
here, a large area being under cultivation.
An irrigation system to cover many thousand arees surrounding
the city is now being constructed.;
Mining developments in the adjacent mountains are showing op
very promising values. Building stone of superior quality is quarried
nearby.
The Pecos National Forest, which Is near, affords excellent grazing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost. Stock
raising is a profitable business.
A great natural pleasure ground abounds in this National Forest,
with its grand scenery. Its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city are open
all the. year for health or pleasure seekers.
HIS VICINITY
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San Miguel Nat ional Bank 1
CmpftmlPald In

$100,000.00

J. M. CUNNINQHAM,

Las Utgas

President,

FRANK SPRINOER, Vice President,
O.T.HOSKINS, Caihler,
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Interest Paid on Time Deposits
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Commanding Figures
Are those shown in a savings bank book. For the
world y
is not ruled by the sword, but by
money.
to-da-

Every Dollar You Save

TOW WT7WftT7WF

Gives you a more commanding position among
your fellow men. Open an account here and start
your ascent in importance.

TiWTf if
.,f it.

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
Foley Kidney Pilla purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitutes,
FOR 8ALE BY O. G. SCHAEFER

r

AND RED CR08S DRUG CO.
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for its prime purpose the 'welfare
" 7
i
the one who denies rather than that
C.STABLISHEO 1879
of others. Founded on a profound
TODAYS Ctf:,lPLETE
REPORTS 1
of
Lenhuman
knowledge
mature, the
PUBLISHBD By
ton .curb was placed on, activities
"A better hoss you'll not find,
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
nONeYS'ANb.'STdQhj
whfch, unchecked, would Jead to In sur," declared the.o'd farmer enthus
steady to shade higher. Native steers
CO.
New York Apry
evitable disaster. It was the Sunday siastically. "Obeys every word you
Collar Pins
yi. Call money, $5.40 6.30; southern steers $4.60
Cloisonne Enamel
per centl Prime mercantile 6; southern cows and heifers .$3.30
of the year, the rest-tim- e
of the soul zay to 'un, and Js worth three times
M. M. PADGETT. .
EDITOR that was worn and wearied with ex
paper, 3 2 4 per cent Mexican dol- 5; native cows and heifers $3 6.25;
the price I'm askinj Trfjun. zur. try lars
45. Amalgamated 62
ertions not always the most helpful. un."
Sugar stockerg and feeders f$4.W5.60;
Tie Clasps
2
118
bid. Atchison 108
Great bulls $45.2?MIrW
It was the brake placed on the head'un
The prosjee,tlyt rluyerr4Jd,3ot
Brooches
125
Northern,
pfd.,
York
New
western steer!
$ western cows
long pace of pleasure and Indulgence. and returned aft,.
wlth a
Central 106
Ijpu5fr
Northern
123
Pacific
was
It
was
renewal
Neck Chains
faith
of
the
that
$3.255.25.
frowning countenance.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Southern Pacific
Reading 154
"Somewhat1 lavish in your pwalses,
possibly mailing, the calling to fading
ten
to
niar!
Coat Chains
Hogs 12,00
steady
r.r rear, by Carrier. .. .$7.60 remembrance of things which cannot whatT" auoth the dandy as he dis 115. U. P. 156 Steel 76
pfd.120. higher. Bulk $6.2556.40; heavy $6.15
Fobs, Etc.
wanyPer Month, by Carrier...
be forgotten without peril to human- mounted. "Nevah wode a worse horse
6.25; packers and butchers $6.20
Dally-- Per
Week, by Carrier...
riElAL
'
was
and
the
time
It
for
ity.
spiritual
in all my life!"
New York, April 17 Lead; market 6.40; light $6.356.45.
Weekly Optic and Stock Grower,
even physical recuperation and reju"Well, well!" exclaimed the old
Sheep Mf.OOO, market steady to
year, oy Mail
2.00 venation and that Is why Easter and farmer disappointedly.
"And what's easy; 44004.50. Standard copper; strong. Muttons $3.5004.75; Iambs
Six Months
market
dull; Spot and May ill. 60
j.no the festivals commemorating the re- wrong with 'un, zur?"
$5 5.80; fed wethers and yearlings
silver 53.
Advertiser
are guaranteed the birth of the year, the resurrection
"Whv " retorted the dandy, 'the 11.75;
$45.25; fed western ewes $3.50
largest daily and weekly circulation from the tomb of winter, into the glor- bwute wept on stoppln' stopped
4.25.
of
WOOL
any newspaper in northeastern ious life of spring, are intertwined.
evewy twenty yards, an' cocked up
St. Louis, April 17. Wool Market
New Mexico.
:
From out this season of contem- his ears."
CHICAOO LIVESTOCK
'
plation of the stupendous sacrifice of
But that's Jest his conscienlous- - unchanged. Territory and western
Chicago,
April 17. Cattle, 18,000,
the Son of God for lost humanity, ness, zur," repuea tne tarmer. uoai mediums, 1517c; 'fine mediums, 13
COLORADO TELEPHONE
market steady to shade higher.
15c;
fine,
conll12c.
the original Lenten and Easter
He's so afeared you may
you zee
Business Office
Main
Beeves $5.206.85; Texas steers $4.60
cept, the world emerges refreshed, re- say 'whoa,' and he won't hear you,
Editorial Rooms
Main
05.70; western steers $4.905.'.t0.
GRAIN
Requires a skillful process To take a garment
AND
PROVISIONS
newed, with faith restored if it had that he stops to listen " Answers.
cows
$4.
and
feeders
Stockers
..Main
Society Editor
17.
105.85;
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
Chicago, April
Wheat, May 90;
grown faint, with the heart throbbing
and
heifers
calves
86
$507.
$2.7505.90;
49
Corn,
July
May
July
Kith the pity for a crucified Christ
requires experience. We have been in the business
An Irish doctor, while enjoying
Entered at the Postoffice at East
Hogs 30,000, market generally tea
Oats, May 31
July
and with holy joy that He had tri holiday in the country, took the op 50
for a number of years and have the experience.
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis
mixed
31
Pork, May, $15.65; July higher, Light $6.3506.65;
umphed over death and the grave. portunity along with a friend to go
sion through the United States Mails
From out the Lenten shadows the fishing. During operations the doctor's $15.10. Lard, May $8.12 12; July $6.206.55; mixed $6.20 6.66; heavy
as second class matter.
Ribs, May $8.70; July $6.1506.45; pigs $6.3506.65; bulk
world comes into the sunlight; from sinker came off and was lost. Here $8.2527
$6.3506.65; bulk $6.356.50.
out the winter it comes Into the was a dilemma no sinner, no. more $8.27
614 Lincoln Avenue
Phone Vegas 450
Na
MONDAY, APRIL 17, 1911.
Sheep 20.000. market steady.
he
springtime.
fishing that day. Happy thought
tive $304.70; western $3.1504.70;
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
But all its beautiful lessons will had a bottle in his pocket. The bot
Kansas City, Aril 17. Cattle, 8,000, yearlings $4.4005.30; lambs, native
THE FItENCII RIOTS
have been taught in vain, the very tle was filled with water, carefully
400
market $4.7506.15; western $4.756.15.
southerns,
sacrifice Itself falls, if Easter shall corked and sent down on its mission including
Over In France 'a condition of an be looked upon as the mere end of
After a ferw minutes' interval the
STOCKHOLDERS' MEETING
for me. The
archy exists in the champagne die such a season; if it shall be regarded doctor had a bite and pulled up his It's too
tricta because of the refusal of the as the shooting back of bolts and line at racing speed, finding a fine luckiest thing I ever did was to reA meeting of the stockholders of
government to accede to the demands letting down of bars that checked pair of fish, one on each hook- - "Ha, fuse to sign a five years' contract the Las Vegas Masonic Building assoof the wine makers. As to the mer the onward course of indulgence; if doctor: twins this time!" exclaimed with the people who got me to go ciation will be held at the Masonic
there." Chicago Record-Heralits of this controversy a foreigner the selfish life Is to be taken up with his companion.
Temple In East Las Vegas, N. M.,
a a
cannot well judge. The French gov renewed vigor and with the thought
"Yes," quoth the doctor, and
April 24, 1911, at 8 o'clock p. m., for
ernment and the workmen In the of "making up for time lost;" if the brought up on the bottle, too!" Bel"Did you see Casey yesterday?" the purpose of electing a board ot diasked Mr. Dolan.
wine houses can be left to settle Lenten season is only the time for fast Times.
rectors to serve for the ensuing year,
T did," replied Mr. Rafferty. "It's and to transact such other business as
their own affairs. The one feature mortifying the flesh and Easter the
that takes on international interest is time for new raiment. There is noth
How often the student, facing a him that was walkin' up and down may legally come before such meetthe frenzied actions of the people, ing reprehensible, in itself, in men difficult examination paper, for which in front of my door manooverin'."
JOHN S. CLARK.
ing.
which recall In a vivid way the wild and women appearing in new clothes he is not thoroughly prepared, "Just
"Manooverin,' was it?"
President
and looking their best on Easter, for guesses." Sometimes he hits It right;
excesses of the revolution.
"Yes; shakin' his fist and makin' It A. D. HIGGINS, Secretary.
In considering the psychology of the spring Is the time when the earth oftener, whatever the plausibility of clear he felt able to whip somebody,
East Las Vegas, N. M. April H,
the mob the dominent characteristic lays aside its sober winter garb and his effort, he falls, as the boy did ot but beln careful not to mention any 1911.
is the insane fury which actuates its decks itself in its fairest robes. But whom Punch tells.
names." Washington Star.
a a a
In the spirit in which a great many peo
members to Mil and destroy.
During the term instruction had
Mrs. F. Marti, St Joe, Mich., says:
France the workmen who depend on ple celebrate Easter is a sacrellgious been given as to the visit of the
Doctor well, Mrs. Jones, did you "Our Mttle boy contracted a severe
should
real
that
of
the
spirit
the wine industry: for their living are mockery
Dutch fleet to the Medway. In ex test your husband's temperature, as I bronchial trouble; and as the doctor's
medicine did not cure him, I gave him
80 far carried away by their passiora prevail.
amination the following question was told you?
"
O
Mrs- - Jones Yes, doctor, I put the Foley's Honey and Tar Compound in
11
that they are doing everything in their
put:
which I have great faith. It cured
Anthracite Coal, all sizes. Steam Coal.
power to Injure themselves. The fact ANOTHER POL Alt EXPLOIT
"Explain the context of the pass barometer on his chest, and it went the cough as well as the chokfng and
does not seem to occur to these peoSawed Wood and Kindling.
age, 'This would never nave nappen-e- round to "very dry," so I gave him a gagging spells, and he got well in a
if Oliver had been alive.' "
pint of beer, and he's been to work short tme. Foley's Honey and Tar
ple that in burning vineyards and
Surely it must be a superlative de
this morning. Mrs. Bull.
wine presses they are making it ImCompound has many times saved us
One answer was as follows:
a a a
much trouble and we are never with
votion
to science that inspires Evelyn
"This was said when they dug up
possible to secure work after the
Foot
Main St.
Phono Main 21
'There Is an Italian provesh which out it in the house." O. G. Schafer
present troubles have been adjusted. Baldwin to venture again into the the body of Oliver Cromwell after the
and Red Cross Drug Co.
Ula
Arctic
hleak
of
wilderness
These wine makers have grown up
regions. Restoration." Youth's Companion.
believe
who
says,
conquer
'They
they
a
in the trade. Presumably tew, of them I While the memory of the Dr. Cook
know anything else. They may pro- - fiasco Is still fresh in the public mind
"And are you still rejoicing in
"There's nothing to " it. I' once' be
cause
and the world is yawning over Peary that splendid cook, Mrs. Malaprop?" lieved I could conquer my wife's be
perly be aggrieved and their
may be just. But they should know and his monotonous reiterations, i inquired the caller.
lief in the superiority of her family
that while the burning of the vine- would seem to be a poorer time even
"Well, we are and we ain't," said over mine." Chicago Record-Herala
Jl 0.1
yards will injure those who have In for one so scientifically accredited as Mrs. Malaprop. "The fact Is Mary
A dressmaker had sent her servant
jured them, yet that method of ven Evelyn Baldwin to try to stir up any en was so completely procrastinated by
geance will react still more seriously thusiasm among the American people the work of my household that I've to post a letter, and was anxiously
noon th.j poor workmen and their on the subject of polar exploration. We given her a three weeks' vacation- - I waiting her return.
families. It the wine presses and the have grown accustomed to being as was afraid If I didn't she would be
"Did you post my letter all right,
crops are destroyed there can be no sured that Peary got to the Nortn invalidated
termagantly." Harper's Mary?" she asked, as the mald-o- f
work for the wine workers for some Pole, and if he didn't it is just the Weekly.
entered.
time to come, and about the only sat same, As a vogue, Arctic discovery
"Oh, yes, ma'am!"
replied Mary,
isfaction they have is the dubious and has passed at least for the present
Bishop Lawrence of Massachusetts holding a penny out to her mistress"What Is this for?" again asked the
temporary elation felt in (witnessing
No one can doubt Mr. Baldwin's thinks that as a "mixed metaphor"
the smoking ruins of their own work entire sincerity, and it he wants to from the pulpit the following can fair employer. "I gave it to you fof
the stamp."
shops and In the sense of having caus go to the pole nobody will object hardly be surpassed. '
ed their employers financial loss.
"I didn't have to use it, ma'am. I
"One of the country clergy who
But it really seems a pity. His plans
Viewed from a distance, far away call for drifting with the Ice pack was rebuking his flock for their apa put the letter in the mox when no
from the Influences of passion and from Behrlng strait northward across thy, declared that but a spark of body was looking," exclaimed the In
distress, the main facts of this French the pole, returning by way of Green grace remained to show that they nocent Mary. Ideas.
a a a
demonstration assume their real and land. That will take at least foul were at all alive. Then, In a paren
mad.
see
the
We
Visitor (who has been going for the
logical character.
years. 'And what a four years thesis, he added, 'Lord, water that
last half hour) You know, I'm not
dened people of the wine districts Penned upon a field of ice all this spark.' " Human Life.
a a
physically strong, but I've got good
setting Are to their own homes and time, utterly alone and cut off from
into
the
families
own
their
Lives
of
staying powers.
driving
explorers remind us
everything that makes life, endurable
Hostess (wearily) Yes, we noticed
wasted fields. In the glare of blazing is a
Folks will think our lives all crime,
akin to suicide- - At
wine houses the mobs dance in ele least it would be exile that could not If we do not leave behind us
that M. A. P. '
a a
mental rage.
Records where we claimed to climb
Later, these frienzled be be measured in cost. Even if Bald
have
"Don't
feel
like writing poetry
that
realize
you
they
Judge's Library,
win succeeds in reaching the. pole, it
people will
a a a
when spring draws near?" asked the
injured themselves more than they does not seem likely that he will be
have injured the objects of their hate able to add anything of importance
Interested Friend Your son's club enthusiastic person,.
When thev seek work they will be to the uninteresting data furnished by are quite a homogeneous set, are they
"Certainly not. I'm a physician,
I'm too busy writing prescriptions for
confronted iwltn
vineyards, Peary. One of the things that have not?
Star.
the charred ruins of the wine presses spurred explorers to death or immor
Indignant Parent No, they ain't no the grip." Washington
a
and the chiTine fact that there is tality as Arctic adventurers was the such thing. They're all the same kind
no work for them to do.
desire to add something important to of nice young fellows as my John.
Stranger (in Pittsburg) Do you
o
have aldermen-at-largin this city?
the common store of human knowl Baltimore American.
a a a
If Peary has ever really made
Native
Oh, try that stuff
edge.
(Irritably)
A LITTLE LAY SERMON
any valuable contributions to science
'War with Japan seems Imminent in vaudeville- Puck.
a a a
the fact that there is nothing These dreadful rumors alarm me."
beyond
The penitential season is over. Per- at the
a
"I
to
note
to meet next week,
not
has
have
been
it
see,
pole
"Too bad-haps that Is the only regrettable fea made public.
the
and
afraid
I'm
I
won't
have
do?"
would
"What
you
ture of the whole Lenten and Easter
one
wherewithal."
the circumstances
Under
would
I
I
switch
think
mag
"Well,
system that there should be set would think that explorers would
"Well, don't borrow trouble."
metes and bounds to the beautiful turn their attention to other fields. azines." Kansas City Journal.
The Last Day oif
"No; what I want to borrow; is a
Pay Day
spirit of Dlous meditation,
Could you spare a
The Anarctlc region, only partially
little money.
At a St. Patrick's day dinner in ten?" Kansas
and Introspection. If only that spirit
Journal.
to
who
to
those
City
explored, ought
appeal
Combination Sale
a a a
could animate, ennoble and inspire love solitary adventure under the B ston Senator Lodge once said:
there
Low as was Ireland's estate then,
throughout the year; if only
most perilous and uncomfortable
"Well, who got the nomination the
conditions. There are also portions of there was no cause for despair. No chap who looked like Daniel Web
'
curb baa Justification for
Asia and South America that await estate Is ever so low but that It might ster?"
and the vigilance
lower. Like the
woodsawyer's
No. The feller that looked like
investigation. Almost , any venture be
the untoward propensities of would appear to the average man as case, you know.
money." Detroit Free Press,
ready
'You need exercise, violent exer
a a a
more Inviting than sitting on an Arc
tic ice pack for four years waiting cise, that's what you need,' a doctor Man
may live without friends, to be carried to a spot not essentially once said to this. wojawyer. "What
Man
may live without books;
different In aspect or environment is your business, myman?'
woman
But
can't live without
a
of the Savior's suffering, not from the rest of the
Tm
woodsawyer, sir.'
dreary waste of
'Dresses and hooks.
Judge,
said
the
doctor,
'Well,'
'suppose
Ice and sea.
.
a a a
a
don't
for.
you
grease your saw
Mrs. Dashaway You seem to know
ornaaroor era prinpo irnn wtii
month or so.' " St. Louis Globe-DeAMATEUR AVIATOR MAY DIE
lot about women and you are a
ocrat.
known, viewed from thea
a.
1 .. .
iv i 1.J
bachelor.
,.
Sacramento, Calif., April 17. While
'
.'
,
Of
course
Mr.
that's
Singleton
He' had been the star at a farewell
trying to emulate an aviator, June
' VI
and It la 'curiously incon-- Walker, 13 years old. Jumped off the dinner, because he bad "accepted a why I am a
sfr tKa T7itpn antrit lina (t
building, receiving in- position in New York." When he re- Record
top of a
'IO
juries that probably will result in his turned, six months later, because he
.
Itrui&Mft.
IVir f horrt la a death. The lad built an airship that had failed to make good, he said:
Best' jdraught'beern' t&e"cltjf,"ia
'
that has ' he believed would fly.
' in
Oh, I couldn't stand the town. the Lobby, of course."
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SECURE YOUR

Charles E.rDoU of Santa Fe spent
Easter in Las Vegas.
John Rogers returned this afternoon from & brief visit In Santa Fe.

uo man yho does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
nd why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store Is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

H

MllfflLFIlEEZEIt DIDIiEl

PERSONALS'

James S-- Duncan; Sr has returned
iron, an extened " sojourn in California.
,
A. S. Wolfe Smythe of Watrous was
in Las Vegas yesterday to spend
Easter.
Dr. J. Todd .Hamilton of Eos well.
arrived this afternoon and will be hero
a few days. $Y
Mr. and 4ls-i.B- .
H. Crass of Sil
ver City, . wern Easter enpt at th
Castaneda hoteL- -

APRIL, 17,
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Quart Size. Special
Quart Size. Special ....$1.50
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HERMIT CLUB IS

THEATTRACTION

SUCCESSOR TO

TONIGHT

BEAVER DAM

NAME?
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LAS VEGAS THEATERGOERS WILL ORGANIZATION WILL BE AN EXPAC'k ''DONCArT Tltf WITNESS
CLUSIVE SOCIAL ORGANIZAFARCEj' (foiyi'VoY
TION

For Cash Only

'

.

When people alighted from the cars
the Boulevard on their way to
Amusement park yesterday afternoon
the first person they saw was Rev,
Wilburn Rose, pastor of the First
Christian church. The reverend geu
tleman was making notations on
long sheet of paper, which he carried
He , was, In fact, writing down the
name of each person he knew who
entered the park. Rev. Mr. Rose did
not give any reason for his action
Perhaps he wished to pray for those
who were so
as to Indulge
la a little Innocent amusement on
Sunday afternoon. Perhaps he has
accepted the position of official ro- at baseball
porter of attendance
games during the summer. Then, too,
the reverend gentleman perhaps had
grown tired of counting empty seai
lu his church that place of worship
is said to have lost many of its de
votees under the radical conduct and
denunciatory preaching of its pastor
and desired to get out where he
could count some actual people, even
though they be abandoned and world
on

Las Vegas people are getting ready
to laugh tonight For the city's best
talent will stage at the Duncan opera
house "Christopher
Colt, Jr.," a
screaming farce in four acts. Indications are that every seat in the house
Will be sold. Indications also are that
the play will be staged just as good
or a little better than professionals
could do it. Under the direction of
McWenle the cast has
been practicing for several weeks.
At a dress rehearsal Saturday the
play was put on from start to finish
without a hitch. Several of the members of the cast have appeared before
In similar productions. They are favorites with the
public.
The play is to be presented for the
benefit of the park fund, F. O. Blood
Is manager and generalissimo. Admission is from 25 cents to $1.
The cast of the play is as follows:
Christopher Colt, Jr. . . . .'Orrin Blood
Christopher Colt, Sr
Lawrence Clark
Leo Tipton
Major Hedway
Bert Bellaby
Ed McWenle
Mr. Gib
Charles Trumbull
Mr. Swanson
Henry HIpsh
Job
Johp Condon
Dora
Mary Tipton
Nellie Colt
Mrs. Artless Trumbull
Mrs. Colt
Helen Cunningham
Mrs. Gib
Mary Coors
Rachael Ward
Simper

Las Vegas dam No. 81 of the Independent Order of Beavers is no more.
From its ashes there has arisen the
Hermit club of Las Vegas, which
promises to be the liveliest social
organization in New Mexico.
The
Hermit club will in a short time sign
a lease on a handsome suit of rooms
which will be remodeled for a club
home to be known as "The Hermitage." Ground plans for the club
rooms have been drawn and practically all that remains to be done is to
begin the work of remodeling. As
soon as the necessary papers have
been signed the club will announce
the location of its new quarters,
which will be in the center of the
'
downtown district.
,
At their meeting last Friday night
the Beavers voted unanimously to disband the dam and sever connection
with the supreme dam of the order.
Every member of the charted class
and each initiate since the organization of the dam had joined the order
for club privileges and social pleasures only. It was deemed netter 10
cut loose entirely from the Beavers
and make the organization purely lo,
cal.
A strong list of officers was elected
by the Hermits.' These are E. T.
Plowman, hermit; J. F. Anton,
C. H. Bally, friar; T. M.
scribe; William Springer
R. J. Taupert, P. D. McElroy
A
and George Cassard, trustees.
strong executive committee will have
charge of the management of the
cub, and likely will be known as the
board of governors. This committee
will Include officers and trustees.
The Hermits are enthusiastic over
their new organization. Committees
are busily at work and at the next
meeting, which will be held a week
from Friday evening, some Interesting reports will be received and acted
upon. Already tne crat is receiving
applications for membership and sflvea
Indications of growing quickly to 150
members. At the next meeting the
entertainment committee has been in
structed to furnish refreshments.

Three Days, Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday, 17th,
18th and 19th
60

lbs. Homestead Flour

$1.35

H. W. "Brown, a prominent commis
50 lbs. Swandown Flour.
$1.35
sion broker of Denver, is at the Cas
CO. taneda.
18 lbs. Sugar...,
Mr. Brown is a freauent
..$L00
visitor to Las-- Vegas.
Phone Main 3
100 lbs. Pearl Potatoes....... $2.00
Mr. and Mrs. Max Nordhaus return
ed last night from Santa Fe, where
12 lbs. Pearl Potatoes
25o
they spent Easter with Mrs. Nord
haus father, A. Staab,
1
Bottle Long's Preserves 25o
Thomas X. Keaveney, who had been
3 lb. Jar Richelieu Apple Butter 30c
We
spending several days at home, left
on one of his regular road trios
today
Received Lot of
5 lb. Jar Richelieu Apple Butter 65c
for the American. Tobacco company.
Food cooked and (erred in Guernier
all
full
retaint
the
Earthenware
natural
Dr. W.T. Brown of the Valmora
lb. pkg. Richelieu Tea. ..... 250
serve piping hot right
flavors, and
Industrial sanatorium, came in this off the stove. you
afternoon and will spend a short time
Guernsey is that beautifully finished
Vi'lb. pkg. Naban Tea
25o
here while looking after business af earthenware brown outside porcelain
white iniide highly glazed all over.
fairs.'
2 lb. Jar Heinze Preserves.... 75c
It it ao attactive on the table putt the
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, nrealitant
linen and
finishing touch to
of the New Mexico Normal university
Peach, Damson or Raspberry
shining silver.
Guerniey is inexpentlve and vou can
returned this afternoon from Santa
1 can Pears
in all kindi of dishes from the
15c
Fe, where he preached ' yesterday to cel it marmite
to the family casserole.'
yetite
In Bulk
the congregation of the First PresbyCome in and see our complete line of
1 can Peaches
150
terian church.
The reverend gentleman refused the
White
Biuwa
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Batchelor are
1 can Green Gage Plums
Package
. 15c
klnly offer of several people to pay
expected to return this week from
he
his way into the park, although
California In" which state they have
15o
' 1 can Table Apricots
said he believed the preacher had as
From Barteldes Seed
been spending a part of their vacation.
good a right to attend Sunday ball
2 large Bottles Tomato Catsup. 25c
Co. It will pay you
Mr. Batchelor Is agent here for the
as anybody else. A bunch of
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Santa Fe railway- ... to see our line before
;
all the avail
kids having
1 pt. Bottle Richelieu Cocktail
Rev. J. S. Moore, pastor of St. Paul's
elsewhere.
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fence before
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able
knot
Look
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the arrival of Brother Rose that gen
20c
1.
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he held Easter services in the Episco3 pkgs. American Beauty Main at the automobile gate In order
pal church. The services in Raton
of
"carnival
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to
witness
unright
Grocer, and Butcher.
were largely attended.
25c
caroni
eousness" that was goln on inside. He
OTHER PAY COSTS
Governor William J. Mills returned
doubtless felt like a Rose among
this afternoon to Santa Fe, after hav.
25c
3 pkgs Spaghetti
thorns. To those in the grandstand.
For Week Ending- April 15
ing spent Easter at home. Mrs. Mills
Rose
last
looked
like
the
he
however,
JUDGE ROBERTS LISTENS TO
3 pkgs. Vermicelli..
25o
and daughter, Miss. Madeline, will reMILLION PEOPLE TO
of summer.
ARGUMENTS IN LAS VEGAS
main here until Wednesday. Tonight
This Is not the first time Rev. Mr.
25c
4 pkgs Corn Starch
RAILWAY CASE
they will attend the performance of
Rose
has visited places of amusement
VISIT PACIFIC COAST Christorher Colt. Jr., at the opera
25c
on Sunday. He seems to enjoy It
4 pkgs. Gloss Starch
'
house."
Judge Clarence J. Roberts, sitting in
Rev. Mr. Rose Is said to have walked
Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Aisenhut
20o
on the Plaza, tills morning
1 pks. Grains of Gold
SO SAYS W. J. BLACK, HEAD OF
Opposite Y. M. C. A.. 15. Las Vegas down the aisle of one of the moving chambers
of Redfleld.. S.,P., left early yesterday
shows one night recently and heard arguments of attorneys concernpicture
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A million people will visit California their way east from a visit to Santa
company,
to
probably is a good man and wishes
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Calif. Mr. Aisenhut Is a prom
1 large can Tomatoes
the sale. The hearing will determine
serve God. But he Is a misguided
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the
legal
parties
and any 3 cans
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ailment that prevents it is a menace
the world.
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weight
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number
tion, and the greatest
Smith left this afternoon for the
the property will be obliged to pay to health. J. L. Southers, Eau uiaire,
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3 cans Peas..;
But he Is mistaken. Even little old the costs.
them will pass through Las Vegas northern part of the Fourth judicial
Attorney's fees are includ Wis. says: "I have been unable to
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without
can
SPECIAL
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DAY
OF
get
Las
of
Vegas
because
pains
ed also In the controversy. The case sleep soundly nights,
25c
either on the going or returning trip, district, where he will serve summons
and from rumors that have come from was in the courts for some time and across my back and soreness or my 3 cans Corn 2s
AT CHURCHES GOV- - MILLS
on grand and petit Jurors who will
an
was
poor
very
kidneys. My appetite
according to W. J. Black passenger serve
the Christian church it may have
25s
the costs will amount to a large sum. and
ATTENDED SERVICES
atj the May term of the United
my general condition was much 2 cans Telmo Succotash
efaly opportunity to do so.
traffic manager of the Santa Fe, who States district court. Mr. Smith will
de
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will
Roberts
likely
give
Judge
run down. I have been taking Foley
10c
1 can Telmo Pumpkin
cision late this afternoon or tomorrow Mdney Pills but a short time and now
passed through Las Vegas yesterday visit Clayton, Springer, Raton and
Almost perfect weather yesterday
a
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sleeD
sound
my
general
rock,
morning.
100 FACE DISFRANCHISEMENT
en route for Chicago, his headquarters. other places north-- of here.
made the observance of Easter a most
20c
conditions is greatly Improved, and I 1 lb. Cocoanut
Rev. J. Wilburn Rose left this at
Ky., April 17- - A hundred
Louisa,
As a matter of course the Santa
know that Foley Kidney Pills have
the
At
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pleasant
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early
ternoon on a; two weeks' tour of the
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Cross Drug Co.
territory,
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25c
5 lbs. Best Jap Rice
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will be Rev. Mr. Rose's connection with the
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
ing the expositions. A fortune
many of whom received the sacra- which was convened here by Judge twelve others dangerously injured at
In the wood. Direct from distillery
25c
4 lbB. Navy Beans
reaped by th!s railroad because of the First Christian church here has prac- ment of Holy Communion. All of the Hanna today.' This Is the tenth the Mldvale steel works at Wayne
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in
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afternoon,
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held special
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Graaf
Rapward
Ci: Store

Do You Want Your Purchases to Cost You Less or Would You Pay More to Some

Other Person? Don't Forget the Same Old Story That We Have So Many Times
Told: It is the Best Goods You are Looking for, for the Least Money not Friendship

CO.
5
fi2ii

FHB QRAAF DRY

Can offer their goods for less. Why? It costs them less to do business and their credit accounts are paid
promptly. You don't have to pay for any lost accounts. Any person In the community can open
an account with us if they can pay their bills promptly and they will buy cheaper than
any where here and as cheap as any where out of town We are here with the
Goods, and this sale is for you. Don't be misinformed
w- -

1

a

I

The largest purchaser over $10.00 during the next two days will be given a $5.00 Note on Thursday. Buy at the sale. The largest customer
will receive $5.00 cash on next Thursday. Alust be one bill. Can be as many articles as you care to buy, but MUST
be bought at any ONE visit to the store. You cannot put several checks together.
,

I

I

They are Off for Graaf 's Dry Goods Store, Sixth Street

Bing

SILKS

DRESS GOODS
All Wool 36 Inch material, regular 25c,
MOHAIR (GREYS)

now....

153

99c'

$L25 quality, now
$1.40 quality,
75o quality, now..

now.................

$1.00

69c

Grey,
Brown,
0o regular, now .

light

'

Blue, Pink, White
t.r:. r .v
,4

and
48c

Fancy Stripe Mohair

Several shades, 36c all the time, now 26c

Beat this.

where, our price, all colors

See for yourself, regular 75c to $1.35 per yard, now
going

20

6O0

quality for

per cent discount All other Silks

go

35c every28c

30c

All wool' Shepherd Checks, $1.15 regular, now.. 98s

All Handkerchiefs

Attention Ladies!!!
All our Skirts, voiles, serges and others, 25 PER
CENT OFF.

OFF.

ONE-FIFT-

Always the newest here In pattern
36

good

8o

thing you need for your home

H

any-

OFF.

ONE-FIFT-

We lead the town. 20 and 25o values as man?
yards as you want

15

and

20

SHIRTWAISTINGS
ONE-FIFT-

16c

to

TOPSY HOSIERY.

AMERICAN

,

.

LADY CORSETS.

$1.50 per yard

$1.10

Can't be surpassed.

All Men's Furnishings Must be
Sold 25 Per Cent Off
We have the goods and offer them- to you.
-

Per Yard at Half

ROMPERS,

now....,
quality, now......

$1.10

quality,

88c

'.
71c
quality, now
A few Napkins, all odd patterns, 23 PER CENT

OFF.

Come early and

Price-- All

Silk Kimonas

i

at

Off

One-Fift- h

If there is

anything you don't

like about us, forget it.

We are

If you

Remember GRAAF" S SELL CHEAPER.

We have them.

1-- 3

90o

at

OFF.

don't buy now youH be sorry.

SAPPHO RIBBONS.

33

TABLE LINENS

cents.
$1.35

You can get all these

per

30o up.

PER CENT OFF.

Scalloped, Plain, Linen, Silk and Cotton
,

they are reduced to

Our entire line is for you. Come early.

and style, 15c

and fast colors, now

40c

qualities,

SHIRTWAISTS!

OFF.

ONE-FIFT-

16

s.

here to save you money, and we
will do it, if you come around.

You Want
This sale will last three days and will positively
be the best event of the year.

$4.50 to $10.00

"

;

AND GALATEA

ALL SIZES

BARRETTES
ONE-FIFT-

LIN AIRES

llo

BEST GINGHAM

COMBS

ALL GO AT

to....

$1.15.

All you want

Inches.

llo Percales

PURR LINENS
yard up, buy now,

Our Line of Staples

CHILDREN'S

BELTS

10c

By actual count we show

25c

FLAXONS

All Val. Laces up to ioc
NECKWEAR

Regular values 10 to 35c now go 8c

See them early.

Regular 90c to $1.50, now going at 65c to

DEBE VOISE BRASSIERES.

Petticoats
Stringless
Patterns

now

15c,

White and Colored Wash Goods
INDIA LINONS

Plain and Fancy

Sheets, Pillow Cases, Towels, Bed Spreads,

Elegant

the

Gold Cloth and
Pongee

Percales
Blue and Brown Panama,

days only, regular

colors Foulards that has ever been brought here.

COMB EARLY.

COTTON VOILES
Sine for medium price skirts, sell for

400 styles, three

We offer the largest line of neat patterns, all

same jway.

CASHMERES
Lavender,

GUARANTEED DRESS GINGHAMS

OFF.

DON'T MISS IT.

Values Now Going
50

CENTS,

THIS SALE ONLY.

1- -3

Off

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY,

MONDAY,

TUE8DAY.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, MONDAY, APRIL
17,
SELF-CONFESSE-

igu
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D

SLAYER PLACED

Politics and SUNDAY PROGRA M
Politicians., f AT BALL PARK

1.'

.

"cmucKy republicans will meet in
Louisville in July to name a state

ON TRIAL

nm rou

DREW CROWD

EVER STOP TO THINK

ticket.
TIT
women nave had equal franchise
IN SAN I TV Trt
w dcOF YOUNG rights with men in
Colorado for elga-- 1 BASEBALL. HORSE RACING AND
GERMAN CHARGED WITH
I
,
tepil tan
fa
I
J
DiniKI UJil n. Bill
.
vnitf
SHOCKING CRIME
1 ne salaries
of members of the Iowa
AMUSEMENTS
legislature have been increased from
.
Freehold. N t
'
ai. me case 550 to $1,000.
Baseball and horse racing furnished
of Frank E, Teidemann,
T
the young juuge
William Reed, of Paducah fun yesterday afternoon for a
German accused of the murder of
tn. naa withdrawn from h iknuvrifn crowd at Amusement park. The T)ig
Ma
yeaM)ld Marie Smith, was called in gubernatorial contest in
roons, in an uninteresting contest, de
Kentucky.
Ior
court nm.
ct"
J
T
.... The
Aswen, wno is well feated the Railroaders 7 to 6. Harper
.
ceedines. it i.
W1U 06 Drtef
'
'
in
educaUonal
circles in the Harmon started the box work for the
.
.
Many people have an idea that all coal is alike in heating
.WUaea youth has already
is a candidate for the demo Railroads and held the Maroons prac
south,
power because all coal is black: r - u.u
ma concession of the crime. cratic nomination for
tically at his mercy for several inn
-- viwimea
y me court '.o Louisiana.
There is a vast difference between the grades and qualings. Later tne Maroons began to
conouci tne defense will make an f.
ities
of coal in burning1 and heating power.
next
to
Harmon's
when
delivery,
Judge Edward C. O'Rear of the state get
coal,
fort to save the young German from
that is coal in which there is a large percentage Ordinary
the
. a
of slate and
pitcher
unfortunately
got
or
tourc
appeals has announced his
the electric chair on the ground of his
mineral deposits, burns slowly, Jgives out little heat, forms
candidacy for the republican nomina broken finger and bad to retire from
weaa mentality.
and is altogether an inefficient and expensive coal to
clinkers,
Harmon
the
Had
not
game.
gotten
tion for governor of Kntiiokv
no
matter
how low the price.
use;
his
w Mne smith was one congressman Choice D.
injury the result of the game
Randell. might have been' changed,
ct the moht shocking crimes ever
although
per who
Coal, to give its maximum heating power, to burn down
to the seat of Senator
the Maroons were putting up the best
petrated m this section of the New J. W.aspires
to a flaky, almost impalpable ash, must be free from slate and
o
Is
a
aBiley
fTexas,
native of fielding exhibition of the two teams.
Jersey and aroused the community tc
mineral deposits it must be all coal.
a mga pitch of excitement The muti Georgia, but has lived in Texas for A new baseball idol was found to
more than 30 years.
When you can get coal such as this coal, that has been
lated body of the little girl was found
have feet of clay yesterday. McGee,
carefully picked out and screened and rescreened then you
in the woods' near Asbury Park on Not many years ago George Frank who had represented himself as a last
get full value for your money.
November 13 last She had been lin Haley, who has just been ap- season member of the Evansville club
indi- - of the Three-- I league, played, or atmissing from home several days. Sus- pointed a justice of the sum-emSuch coal will produce heat quickly, and retain heat for
picion at first pointed to Thomas Wil- cial court of Maine, was employed at tempted to play, second for the Rail
a long time.
a
small salary in a saw mill. roaders. The fans .soon discovered
liams, a negro woodchopper, as the
Such coal will not form big clinkers to clog up the
James A. O'Gorman retires from a why Evansville was able to get along
Mayer of the child. He was arrested
grates
and
the heating power.
mm.
J
impair
witnout
Mciiee
bobbled
17,500
and for a time there were fears of a
every'
position on the New York suI
,
came his way and struck
Such coal is an actual economy.
lyncnmg. LAter lie satisfied the au preme bench to accept the seat in the thing that
thorities that he had nothing to da United States senate, which pays, only out with regularity. Ellis for the Ma
roons, made the star play of the day
with the crime and was released. $7,500 a year.
by pulling down- - a difficult drive in
About the same time young Helde-laana
few
Only
years ago the Indiana
wa taken into custody, but its delegation in congress was solidly re deep center.
Neither team was playing at its
no positive evidence was at hand be publican. In the present congress the
best yesterday. Each will strengthen
also was released.
On March ! 3, only G. O. P. representative from the
materially in the near future. The
however, Heidemann was again ar- Koosler state Is Edgar D, Crumpack-e- r Santa
Fe boys have some good ma
rested and under examination made
of the Tenth district.
terial and undoubtedly will put out a
a confession and offered to plead guil
In the matter of having one houxe
strong aggregation of ball players
His arrest was brought about of congress opposed to him politically
ty.
when they get thoroughly organized.
by a detective, who had gained "hl3 resident Taft is confronted by the The Maroons are still in an unorconfidence and had traveled
about same situation which faced Grant, ganized state, but will improve mawith him for months.
Hayes, Arthur, Cleveland, Benjamin terially from now on until the opening
Harrison and then Cleveland again,
of the season. Montano twirled for
Though James A. O'Gorman, th.j the Maroons yesterday, and was hit
BAN ANTONIO CARNIVAL
new United States senator from Nev rather
freely.
San Antoriio, Texas, April 17. Sau York, has been a
member of Tamma
During the afternoon Homer Ed
.Antonio's
annual spring
carnival ny Hall ever since he reached the vot.
wards, once with Buffalo Bill, demon
week, commemorating the battle of lug age, it is said his affiliation with strated like McGee
that fame is fleet
San Jacinto, when Texas pioneers that
organization has never affected ing. Edwards had advertised he would
club, at the Hotel Astor, New York.
broke Mexican power for all time, the independence of his
political at- ride a wild bull. It took the impatient
Young Peter Jackson vs. John Wllle,
opened today under auspicious
titude.
CALENDAR OF 8PORT8
20 rounds, at Saskatoon, Sask.
bovine about a Jump and a half to
The city is putting on holiday
The contests for the next national deiosit Edwartfs on the iturf. In the
FOR THE WEEK
Eastern League begins Its season
attire;,and the hotels and boarding-hous- e political conventions soon will be on melee Edwards rwas struck on the
with Buffalo at Providence, Montreal
are rapidly filling with visitors. in earnest, though the actual choice head by one of the bull's horns and
f at Newark," Toronto at Baltimore and
The carnival program' la more elabor- of locations will not be made until sustained a severe scalp wound. He
Rochester at Jersey City.
'
Monday
ate than in previous years, and each next spring. It is regarded as a fore- was hurried away to a hospital.
Ohio state League begins its sea
Sale of the William H. Moore stable son with Portsmouth at News-.rk- i
A gentleman named Jackson, who
Lan
day will foe full of brilliant attrac- gone conclusion that one or the other
tions. The crowning feature will be of the big conventions will go to Chi- hustles coal into the fire boxes of of show horses begins in New York caster ' at Chillicothe, Marlon at
Lacrosse contest between Harvard Springfield and Lima at Hamilton.
Santa Fe engines, when not engaged
the floral pageant and battle of flow- cago.
and.
Mt. Washington, at Baltimore.
would
announced
he
in
other
at
the end
pursuits,
Virginia league begins its season
ers, which will take place
Hilary A. Herbert, who was secreMiddle States Indoor interscholastic with Danville at Richmond, Roanoke
of the week.' The presence of the tory of the navy under President ride the bull for whatever purse the
would put up. The hat athletic championships at Atlantic at Lynchburg and Petersburg at Nor
TJ. S; troops in San Antonio is
Cleveland, is a leader of a movement grand stand
folk.
to aid In making the carnival outside of legislative circles in Wash- was passeu ana rwas noeraiiy nueu City.
'
f
Frankie Conley vs. Joe. Rivers, 20
Friday.
the most successful affair of Its kind ington to see that tariff revision is Then Jackson mounted the bull. The
at
Calif.
one
rounds,
for
Vernon,
still
stood
animal
perfectly
In
the
contest
Lacrosse
between Harvard
that has ever been given
accomplished at the present session
Young Ahern vs. Johnny Glover, 10 and
second. Then it gave a fierce buck
at
the
West Point
Army,
of congress; He condemns the plan
N.
Y.
and Jackson found himself standing rounds, at Glens Falls,
National fencing championships, at
of waiting for reports from the tarif
on his head.
the
New York Athletic club.
Tuesday
commission.
STOCKMEN AND WOOLGROWERS
the afternoon several races
During
of the season of the ConOpening
of
Ransdell
State
Annual shoot of the Iowa
Congressman Joseph E.
were run. xnese were exciting ana
Miles City, Mont., April 17. The
necticut
Baseball
forleague.
has
InDea
district
Louisiana
association
the
Fifth
opens
annual meeting of the
furnished the crowd an opportunity to Sportsmen's
twenty-fift- h
Western League begins its season
for
Moines.
his
announced
candidacy
mally
association
cheer. This afternoon a similar pro
Montana Stockgrowers'
Tenth annual spring horse show with Denver at Lincoln, Topeka at
annual conven- the United States senate, but has not gram was pulled off at ' Amusement
and the twenty-sixtWichita, Sioux City at St. Joseph and
yet determined whether he will en- park. The Maroons and the Normal opens in Calgary, Atla.
tion of the Eastern Montana
Des Moines at Omaha.
1913
Mur
vs.
McFarland
Tommy
Packey
association which opened ter for the term beginning
University were' scheduled to meet
10 rounds, at New York.
as
filled
be
will
vacancies
1915.
phy,
Both
and the Normal dismissed school
Saturday.
simultaneously here today, to continue
Tidewater Baseabll League of Vir
to be held in early bo that pupils and teachers
for three days, have attracted several the result of primaries
National
fencing championships, at
its season.
thousand members of these two or- Louisiana next yearSenator Foster might attend. The $100 race between ginia opens
New York Athletic club.
heNorthwestern Baseball League
his ibeing the the horses of Nick Papen and John
comes up for
ganizations and other visitors to this
Intercollegiate fencing contests at
its season with Vancouver at
gins
win
Thornton
Senator
term.
be
to
earlier
been
scheduled
has
was
also
Thompson
;
Chicago.
city. An interesting program
Seattle, Portland. at Spokane, and Vic
but Governor San- run this afternoon.
Pacific coast intercollegiate conferprepared for the three days of the not be in the race,
Tacoma.
at
toria
two conventions and the most notable ders will be a candidate, along with
ence athletic meet at Berkeley, Calif.
Wednesday'
Harvard-Nav- y
Congressmen Pujo and Broussand, and
features are the races, riding,
dual athletic meet at
"I should like to chat with you a
Fifteenth annual Marathon race of
contests possibly former Governor Blanchard.
and steer-tyinMrs.
the
young
Duggan," says
while,
the Boston Athletic association.
meet of Drake University, at
which will be held daily and to the
lady who has taken up settlement
Opening of annual exhibition of the Des Moines, la.
.
dinners of which handsome prizes
want to talk with you
"I
work.
RESUMES
Show
JURY
GRAND
Atlantlo City, N. J., Horse
Western championship relay trials
will be awarded at the close of the DANVILLE
about"
Danville, Ills., April 17. Interestat University of Chicago.
"Are ye one of them upllfters?" in
gathering,
Opening of the annual bench show
ing developments in reation to the terrupts Mrs. Duggan, without tak
Lacrosse contest between Stevens
district
of the Tacoma Kennel 'Club, Tacoma, Institute and Hoboken L.
alleged election frauds in this
hands from the washtub.
C, at
her
ing
Wash.
jury,
are expected from the grand
N.
J.
is
a
in
that
hope."
sense,
my
Well,
Lacrosse contest between Harvard
which met today, to resume its investiWell, I've just this to say. I was and the
X.
of
E.
indictment
Navy, at Annapolis.
One Conductor Helped Back to Work
gation. The
one day behind with my washln's last
JoY. M. C. A. wrestling
New
of
England
Mr. Wilford Adams Is his name, and
BOWEL
comTO
visitin'
DUE
because
of
week
helpful
SICKNESS
MUCH
at Salem, Mass.
he
writes: "I was confined to my bed
championships
&. Cannon, on a perjury charge,
seph
on
them
now
mittee ladies, an' from
DISORDERS
'Kid" Dalton vs. George Googan, 15 with chronic rheumatism and used
Is said to be one of the most press- that wants to
improve my condition's
two bottles of Foley's Kidney Remedy
matters before the grand jury. in life will either have to do th' rounds, at Evansville, Ind.
with good effect The third hootle put
con- ing,
when
out
'
a
fortune
made
first
question
who
doctor's
A
Mr. Leseuer,
me on my feet and I resumed work as
Thursday
while I sit an' listen or pay
washin'
your
"are
sulted by a patient is,
of the local street railway system, me 50 cents an hour f'r hearin' them
of annual spring golf conductor on the Lexington, Ky.,
Opening
98
It will do all you
and who is nalw president of the
towels regular?" He knows that
Country Street Railway.
interested an' aspir tournament of Lakewood
claim in cases of rheumatism." It
attended with in- Danville National bank, sailed for through with an
Is
illness
of
cent
'
per
Club, Lakelwood, N. J.
in' expression." Judge.
,
clears the blood of urio acid. O. G.
and
active bowels and torpid liver,
Europe last month soon after the.vote
Annual show of the French Bulldog Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
removed
that this condition must be health investigation was begun.
'Father, I have been reading in this
before
gently and thoroughly history of America that many of the-(
.
can be restored.
WEDDING
men who fought in the Revolutionary
WILSON-TYLElike can
Rexall Orderlies are eaten
17. The war left their plows standing in the
Va.,
April
cons.
Williamsburgh,
for
pleasant and safe remedy
Parish church was furrows to go and take up arms
disorders in general. famous old Benton
bowel
and
pation
notable
wedding today, against the British. It was very brave
a
of
scene
cur
the
certain of their great
The intimate relation of the skin to the blood is shown by the fact that
Gardiner
Tyler, of them to do that, wasn't It?"
when Miss Julia
that we promise to re
'Yes, my son, very brave. Still, 'Jt impurities or poisons of any character are usually manifested in some form
of WilPresident
Tyler
of
daughter
the outer cuticle. Humors in the blood produce what we term in general,
the purchaser's money in entire sat-- liam and Mary Col'ege, became the will not be hard for any one who has on
These are divided into several classes known as Eczema,
Diseases.
Skin
folof
In
business
the
had experience
when they fail to produce
bride of Professor William Southall
Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, Psoriasis, Pimples, Rashes, etc., and each of these
a
over
stony
wedstumpy,
plow
The
lowing
same college.
fraction.
troubles indicate the presence of humors or acids in the circulation.
- Wilson Of the
are aten like canground to understand why those good' The humors and acids by their irritating nature, cause the delicate flesh just
ding was attended by many guests men and true were
perfectly willing to beneath the outer skin to ulcerate and discharge, and soon the body is dis
from out of town.
dyacr-endhav- e
accept any excuse for trying some- figured with eruptions which often are torturing to the sufferer because of
In, strengthening,
soreness or intense itching. Salves, washes, lotions, etc., can have no curative
Chicago Record-Heralthing else-on the entire Intestinal tractjn
effect on skin diseases. Such treatment can perhaps soothe the irritated flesh,
Medicine for Children
Safe
cauo
do not purge, gripe,
the real cure must be accomplished by purifying the blood. S. S. S. cures
but
don't
How
It
is
that
and
Tar
aiarCompound
Madge
you
ivA looseness,
Foley's Honey
Diseases of every kind by purifying the blood and removing the humors
Skin
"medicine
flatulence,
for
effective
like traveling?,
nnvin effect. They is a safe and does
d
from the circulation. It neutralises all impure acids, cools the
not contain opiates
rhoea or
trains
children as it
horrid
Those
Marjorle
and builds it up to normal strength. Then the skin instead of being
Folblood,
The
geniuen
harmful
drugs.
or
sre
25c
Is in won't wait a minute for you, even if irritated by acrid impurities and humors, is nourished. sothed and softened
foiK. Two sizes.
ey's Honey and TarO. Compound
twrsona or
he
G.
and your hat isn't on straight. Judge's by pure, rich blood. Book on Skin Diseases and medical t dvice free. S S. S.
Schaefer
store-Tour
a yellow package.
Ihn Sold .only at
is lor sale at drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO- - A TLANTA. CA.
Co.
Library.
Red Cross Drug
Rexl Store' E. G. Murphey.

ABOUT YOUR COAL BILL

nuu

-

All Coal is Not Alike Because

w,

u-i-

It's Black

Now

Let

Us

Prfa.

.1

"wn

e

-

Th

Tell

You

Something

ft mos Yankee

Coal, mined from the great Sugarite
New Mexico-- the
careful inspection
to
reduces to a minimum the amount of
impurities to be found in all minerals that are taken from the
Vp.

Coum
vL"'
it is subjected

Government and private analyses prove that it' contains
tne most heat units of any coal shipped to
this market.

It receives a daylight inspection as it comes from the
mines, all foreign substances such as slate and bone are thrown
Yankee Coal is carefully picked, screened and rescreened,
is conceded by most coal experts to be the best coal on the
market coal that will give the maximum heat.
IT WILL SAVE YOU MONEY
SAVE THAT COAL

BILL BY BURNING

.

n

F a m oils Y a n. k e e Goal
COORS LUMBER CO., Exclusive Agents for Las Vegas

YANKEE FUEL CO.

d

Mines,

Tlexico;
Offices, Raton, N. fl.

General

Turn

Don't bent your enr-pe- to
and start tho
gorms to flying, ugo
the Vacuum Cloanorm
Picko up dirt and
gcrmo. We rent the
cleaner for 01 o day

h

Wool-grower- s'

c--

calf-brandi-

New

H(waa(D(D
(SOcBsiodDDdgj

-

g

Yankee,

Las Vegas Light
& Power Go.

Phono Main 206.

Ho-toke-

thEootpstIn

.

.

son-in-la-

CALL ON US
FOR YOU SEE WE HAVE- -

,

Choice Colorado Spring Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed

REMOVES
BLOOD HUMORS

R

--

ZZuo

FREE!

FREE!!
.

We give absolutely free one

NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sackofZour PRIDE FLOUR

w.u.

.

"

over-heate-

8PWV

Las Vegas Roller Mils
Phone Main J3J

v

;'''.

1

JZ

X

;

i
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EVERY ITEM

Lawn Mowers
'1

For .Today, Tuesday and
April 17th, Wth and 19th

11' --

'L

U D

Diamond
18

WT(jPHONE
Wn.
MAIN

Fancy. Salt Pork, per lb

S

lb. Can Pure Lard,

3 lb.

12ac

per

Wanted A good Jersey cow.
Vegas 298.

1Z2

lb

16

to 14 lb.s average, per lb

lb. Can Pure Lard,

eue

for

Lunch every morning at

95c

-

for

&0c

not cook at home. White
Kitchen meals only twenty-fiv- e
oent3.

15c Can Farm House Brand Tomatoes for

12jc,

12J4e can White Lilly Brand Tomatoes for 10c,

can Farm House Early June Peas for
can Monarch Okra for

12

,

1

dozen

1
1

12c,

dozen

j

dozen cans for

Mr. and Mrs. A. Steinmetz

brating the arrival of a

$1.40

122o White Horse Brand Fancy Sugar Com for
Antelope Brand Sugar Corn, 3 cans for

10

The Ladles' Aid Society of the
Methodist church Is planning to give
a chicken supper May 15th.

Hawkeye

Fruit Butter

'.

10c

8 Bars Diamond C Soao for

25c

7 Bars Magic Washer Soap for..'

25c

7 Bars Pearl White Soap for

25c

4 Bars Fels Naphtha Soap for

25

Family size package Quaker Rolled Oats for

25

3 lbs. new 2 Crown Loose Muscatel Raisins

25o

2 lbs. Extra Fancy Muscatel Raisins,

for.

room.

1214

Fancy Dried Apricots, per lb

15c

Gallon cans Pie Apples, for

30c

for.....

30c

Gallon cans Pie Rhubarb, for

25c

for.......

stere-optlco-

15c

Large can Table Grapes, for

15c

Large can Table Plums, for

15c

6 lbs. Extra Fancy Jap 8tyle Rice, for

Extra Fancy Louslana Head Rice,

25c

for

Turkeys

25c

In commemoration of the Seventh,
and last day of Passover, there will
Lettuce
bo services held at Temple Monte-fiore- ,
Radishes, White and. Red
Douglas avenue and - Ninth
White Asparagus
street, Tuesday night at 8 o'clock and
Green Asparagus
Wdenesday morning at 10 o'clock. All
are cordially Invited to, attend.

place no limit on the amount yeu
wish to purchase, and guarantee

Wo

every article

HUE

Spinach
Peas
Green Beans
Wax Beans
New Potatoes
Tomatoes
Celery
Strawberries
Oranges
Grape Fruit

WO

Phone Main 193 or Main 194'

afternoon
drove before it clouds of dust and a
The
few scattering drops of rain.
hopes of the farmers, however, were
not realized, as the s(torm quickly
passed over.
A high wind early this

.

Our Store Will be Open Until 9 P. M.

D

Lodge No. 115 of the Fraternal
Union of America, the popular organization of West Las Vegas, will give
their third annual ball tonight at
Mackel's opera house. Admission 75c
per couple.

Tangerines
Bananas
Choice Apples

NWe

J. H.

SEE SPECIAL "AD."
ON PAGE
GRAAF

&

n

For Easter We Will
Have Home Grown

25c

for....

Most people in Las Vegas are pleas
ed to know that Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president of the formal Univer
sity will deliver his great . lecture,
"The Humor and Pathos of Travel,"
here Friday evening.
The lecture
will be given at the First M. E. church
under the auspices of the Epworth
League. This is the first opportunity
the general public of Las Vegas has
been given of hearing this most popular lecture by Dr. Roberts, and all
who will attend are promised a treat.
Dr. Roberts has Just returned from a
tour of the territory, where his lecture was received most cordially
by the people everywhere. The
views of ue lecture are es
pecially fine. It Is expected that the
church will not be large enough to
hold those who will want to hear the
lecture.

The Brotherhood of Locomotive
is exFiremen and Enginemen
at
Eas
crowd
its
a
big
pecting
ter ball, which will be given tomorrow evening in the armory. The
best muslo In the city has been en
gaged and the armory board has
One week from tonight the Las Ve
placed the floor In excellent condition.
A large number of tickets have been gas lodge of the Independent Order of
sold and an enjoyable time Is assured Odd Fellows will celebrate the ninety-secon- d
anniversary of the planting of
to everybody.
Odd Fellowship in America. A com
mittee Is arranging an appropriate
program of addresses and ceremonies.
At the conclusion of the program the
Odd Fellows will sty down to a ban
quet In one of the local restaurants

30s

Gallon cans Pie Grapes, for

8 Boxes Search Light Matches,

A tamale lunch will be served at
the Fraternal Union of America ball
tonight, commencing at 6 p. m., and
continuing until midnight. Persons
desiring lunch will be accommodated
without admission charge to the ball

10c
,

White
cents.

Margarito Ortiz of RIbera this morning applied at the court house for $15
as bounty on the scalp of a Lobo wolf
killed by him near his home a short
time ago.

25c

Standard new Dried Peaches, per lb
Fancy new Dried Peaches, per lb

not cook at home.
Kitchen meals only twenty-fiv- e
Do

25c

15c can Imported Sardines for

IL

Phone .Main 81.

25

3 cans Columbian Milk for

FIVE

HAYWARD CO. STORE.

are prepared to take care

of

any and all kinds of cleaning and
pressing. Prompt delivery. Satlsfac
tion guaranteed. The Parisian Dry
Co. Phone
Cleaning and Pressing
Main 35.

STEARNS
GROCER.

Soap

Chill

lbs. Compound Lard
10 lbs. Compound Lard......
6 lbs. Compound Lard
3 lbs. Compound Lard
2 cans Walker's
Hog and
Hominy,
5

4
2
2
3
5
1
4
8
4
6
2

2
1
4

Send in your name and address if you
wanf acbpy of our Spring Price
List of Flower and Vegetable
Plants and Roots

Onion & Son

Store Phone Main

2s

Eno-Lob-

Franco-America-

.15
.15
.30
.15

An Awful Blow

462,

,

45
40
1.00
1.10

Cost of Living and a Gentle
Tap on Your Pocket Book

mm

20
.25
.25

.25
45
.70

lbs. Granulated Sugar.

18

1.40
.25

100

...

.23
.25
25

lbs. Granulated Sugar.

48 lb.

cans Alamo Lye..

.. .$5.75

1

large size Pearline

2 On--

1

lb. package Pearline

10c

6

small packages

25c

3

packages' Vermicelli..

25c

3

packages Macaroni

25o

3

packages Spaghetti

25o

3

packages Noodles

25c

$1.50

other brand on the market.
48 lb.

sack Rose of Kansas.. $140
v

r,

25
.25
1.25
25

sells for a higher price.
2

lbs. Acme Creamery Butter. 55s

dozes Fresh Ranch Eggs. .7'. 20o
lbs. Pure Lard..

10
1.75
.95

5

lbs. Pure

50
35

3

lbs. Pure Lard

...j.,

3

lbs. Compound.......-..;...- .

30c

8

Bars D.

Soap............
C.

250

lbs. Japan Rice

$1.00

large can Corn Syrup,

ular
50c

Bars D.

1

Rice....

reg- -

60c

size

40c

95c

lbs. Compound......

100
25

20

60c

5

C

Pearline....

50c

10 lbs. Compound

25
.25
.?"

5 lbs. Japan

......... $1.10

Lard....

25c

V

The very best on the market.
1

J

ji.

As good as the other; fellow
.25

InJ

4

'

sack Cream Loaf Flour

20

M

.. .$1.00

Just a little better than any

.63

Soap.

3

lbs. Evaporated

2

lbs. 25c lb. Apricots.

Peaches....

Standard Hams

25c

... i... .$3.00

Standard

25c
35c
15c

Bacon........

18c

.25
s .13

.25

J. H, ST E A R N 5

.25

Grocer

25
.25

25
.25
05

20 Per Cent Off

25

BOUCHER'S
i,

f.

.25

Every Article a Bargain. Come
and Buy all You Want
Durin :'tIi"s'SpecTaF--Sal- e
for Cash

Ranch Phpne.276.

the High

to

.30

n

"The Coffee Man"

1

.25

,.25

cans Walkers' Hog and
'.
Hominy, Is .
cans Blue Sea Tuna
a
cans
(for. salads) .
cans Special Cooked Tripe.
cans
Potted Beef
cans Rex Deviled Meat... v
lb. Eddy's Baking Powder
(In glass)
packages Crescent Corn
Starch
Golden Bloaters for
, .
lbs. Good Old Fashioned
Hickory Nuts
lbs. Good Old Fashioned
Black Walnuts'
cans Rex Chicken and Ham
Pate
cans Libby's Melrose Pate.
large box Shlnon Silver
Polish
Bars "Novo" (same as Sa-polio for cleaning)

ilfcflfcii;,-i.

.25

25

20

'X

"A Square Deal"

.25

.25

Bars Lenox Laundry Soap.
3 lbs. Pure Lard for
5 lbs. Pure Lard for
10 lbs. Pure Lard for
4 lbs. Mexican B ans
(flean).
4 lbs. Navy Beans (select) ...
4 lbs. Japan Rice (clean).'...
3 packages Domestic Macaroni
3 packages Domestic Spaghetti.
80 oz. "Health Club" Baking- Powder
25 oz. "Health Club"
Baking
Powder
15 oz. "Health Club"
Baking
Powder, 2 for
10 oz. Health Club"
Baking
Powder, 3 for
3 cans Sugar Com....
12 cans California Tomatoes.
3 cans American Beauty Succotash
4 cans I. X L. Frljoles and
6

--

GREENBERGER

25

Quaker Rolled Oats...
All lOo package Crackers, 3 for
All 15c package Crackers, 2 for
1 Cream of Wheat
1 Dr. Price's "Allgraln".
1 lb. Unrivaled
Japan Tea. . . .
Good
pint
Ketchup..
1 pint Good Ketchup
1 quart Good Ketchup
3 lbs. "Green Hill" Apple Butter (Stone Jar)
5 lbs. Ferndell
Fruit Jams
(in stone)
1 gal. P. V. or
Old Manse
'.
Maple Syrup
1 Carton S. L. Matches
10 Bars "Tepee" Laundry Soap
9 Bars D. C. Laundry
Soap..
6 Bars
Crystal White Laundry

FOR THREE DAYS

I

Perry
1

.20

Rolled

Oats

iff w

:

1

170

1

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs.
John Shank, 513 East Douglas avenue
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.

25c

Rex Hams
Bacon (per pound)
3 pkgs. Dr.
Price's

jrfX

your boy's clothing: of us you know
what to expect of
the next Suitlf you
have not been petting- "Extragood"
Clothes ask your
neighbor who has,
then come here
yourself. We have
Russian and Sailor
Suits from 2j to ,
10. Knickers for
the boys 7 to 17.

lbs. Granualated Sugar. .. .$1.00
lbs. Fancy Greeley Potatoes
25
25 lbs. Fancy Greeley Potatoes
.63
60 lbs. Fancy Greeley Pota"... 1J5
toes
100 lbs.' Fancy Greeley Pota- ' toes
2.20
24 lbs. Wolf's Patent Flour. .
.70
48 lbs. Wolf's Patent Flour. . 1.35

We have every appliance
necessary coupled with the
"know how" to produce satisfactory results.

baby

boy.

25c

can White Horse Brand Asparagus Tips for

N. B.

are

cele-

25

,

10o

3 lbs.

Davis,

Main 357.

cans.. ..$1.10

Largo cans Reindeer White Hominy for

Large can Table Peaches,

ladles' tailored and
fancy gowns. 1017 Tllden. Telephone
Mrs.

cans... $1.40

dozen cans. .$1.40

1

2 cans Reindeer Brand Sweet Potatoes

Gallon cans Pie Plums,

you've boutit

10

In the cleaning process we
use only softened and filtered
water, which means a whiteness
and cleanliness only produced
by the use of soft water and a
necessary saving to the delicate net in the washing process

60

Jar

'

18

o'clock

Do

4 lbs Cottolene..

A quart Mason

10

at Long's Buffet.

10 lbs. Cottolene.

35

I'll

I"!

From 7 A. M. Saturday the

Our department for caring
for these articles embraces the
most careful attention to details
of handling:

at

bar

Old Crow sold over the
Long's Buffet

45

Can Pure Lard, for

6 lb. Can Compound Lard, for

20

ILF ELD

Curtains

Call

Always get the best at Nolette's
barber shop.

for.....

10 lb. Can Lard Compound

15

379

Lace

LOCAL NEWS

21c

v

Picnic Hams, 8 to 8 lb. average,
Fancy Hams,

.(,

n
xtracooD
:

:

Place your confidence in 4hi's
make and it "will
mean greater econ- - ,
IjJJiiomy.
If in the past

loth to 6 P. M.Tuesday 18th

18

Fancy Breakfast Bacon, by the slab, per lb

10

i

'

Breakfast Bacon (by the slab) per lb

10

for'YoufBoy
zr

FOR

(1-3- 3

lbs. Granulated Sugar

Good

POU

$1-4- 0

Flour, a 48 lb. saekk for

M

BARGAIN

:

'.V.

Homestead Flour, a 48 lb. tack, for

Extragood" Clothes

44

Qet your lawn mower in shape. Now we are prepared to sharpen them better than when new

Wed-r.zsda- y,

Old

'

mothers. You Can Always Rely On

A

On Everything Except Hoosier Cabinets

Wok.
J.

C.

cash
ftN

JOHNS
"CmpFete, Furnishers of the Home?
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